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Robotic farm management

Introduction
Robotic milking is an important link in the food chain defined by Lely as “from grass to glass”. Managing
a farm with milking robots requires a different approach compared to conventional milking. As market
leader in fully automated milking, Lely has years of practical experience and research results that enable the
company to give an accurate management advice for successful robotic milking.
This brochure gives the theoretical background and practical advice on robotic dairy farm management. The
brochure is divided in chapters according to the different areas of emphasis in robotic farm management
focussing on the tactical and operational aspects. Starting up the robot, cow traffic, cow comfort, health
and nutrition are all major themes in robotic management. Optimum performance can be expected only
from healthy animals housed in the best conditions.
Not all of the information contained in this brochure will be new for users of the Astronaut milking robot,
but they too will benefit from the brochure’s contents. Bringing your dairy farm up to the highest level
possible is a process of continuous development with a constant inflow and acquisition of new insights.
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Robotic farm management

1 Robotic milking – management
aspects
1.1

Individual cow management

In the tie stall barn it was always relatively easy to give

After the transition from tie stall to free stall barns there is

care and attention to the individual cow. Bertha 45 was

now a similar revolution in progress, inspired by the milking

given extra concentrate to improve her physical condition

robot. The milking robot supplies cow‑related information

during lactation and Clara 3 was always the first to be

unobtainable in a conventional situation, thereby making it

milked, otherwise she leaked milk. Individual animal

possible to manage animals at an individual level in today’s

management was an integral part of dairy farming. As the

situation. Management by exception is the new challenge.

farms were growing bigger to increase milk output per

The idea is that management should spend its valuable

person other housing systems, such as the free stall barn,

time concentrating on the cows requiring attention.

were introduced. This meant a radical change in thought

Furthermore, the concept of the ‘Licence to produce’ is

processes: attention for the individual cow was slowly

introduced focussing on sustainable dairy farming with

replaced by a herd approach. Feeding, for example, was

respect to people, planet and profit. With the milking

performed at group/herd level using the Body Condition

robot, it is possible to supply an individual cow with all her

Score (BCS) for adjustments.

needs for an optimal health, production and well–being,
without the extra labour. The basis of successful dairy
farming is the healthy and happy individual cow.
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Graph: robotic milking – the transition to automation, increasing the milk output per person.

1.2 Management cycle

Strategic and tactical farm management – including decisions

There are three levels of management in an organization:

with respect to free cow traffic, management of groups,

strategic management, tactical management and

routines – provide the frame work for successful robotic

operational management. Strategic management

management. With respect to operational management,

establishes the long-term direction of the farm in the

the challenge for every dairy farmer is to interpret cow

context of a vision of the future and a specific set of

signals like health, well-being, nutrition and production,

goals. Tactical management decides what needs to be

and to use them in their operational management.

done to implement the plan of strategic management.
Operational management involves dealing with the

80/20 rule

day to day running of the farm; the daily routine.

A management rule of thumb (also known as the Pareto
analysis) is that about 80% of the farm performance is
coming from 20% of the efforts. This means that about
80% of the productivity can be realised with relatively

Plan

low input. But, in order to achieve maximum profitability,
more efforts are necessary. Furthermore, Pareto analysis
can be used to identify the major causes of a problem and

Adjust plan

consequently prevents the waste of time on minor ones.
Take action

Most important is that the 80/20 rule focuses the
manager’s mind on the vital 20 percent that matters
in terms of cost or occurrences. It also stresses the
importance of problem prevention. Because if a problem
with the cows occur, for example decreased number of
Evaluate

Monitor

milkings, it becomes serious very quickly and it is hard to
return to problem-free production on the short term. Also,
it suggests that 80% of the labour involves only 20% of
the cows. This time is spend on the special need cows and

The management cycle; robotic farm management includes making plans,
schedules and protocols and monitoring people and processes.

the cows requiring handling and treatment. In addition,
this means that barn layout and handling facilities are
important issues to decrease the amount of effort.
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farming processes. A well thought out (written) strategy is
essential in the entire preparation phase: it will consist of a
housing plan, a detailed plan on daily, weekly and monthly
work routines, cow routines, and cow and farmer routings.
The entire project should fit into a long-term strategy, so





every step should be thoroughly evaluated: where will you
treat cows, dry off cows, etc.
In this phase pay also attention to the following aspects:


Formulate and write down goals for introducing the
robots, to look back at them in the months after the

80/20 rule; 20% of the animals (special need cows) consume 80% of the
time (fetching, treatment etc.).

introduction.


Consider the feeding strategy (please refer to
Chapter 3). In many cases the crops and pellets need to
be prepared to be fed in the robot, especially in places

Management
•

•

•

•
•
•

The transition to automation
(robotic milking) requires renewed
emphasis on the individual animal –
related to management by exception
Entrepreneurs need a ‘Licence to
produce’ by focussing on animal
welfare, specific production methods
and taking care of the environment
Strategic and tactical management
provide the framework for successful
robotic milking
Operational management involves the
daily routine on the farm
20% of the cows consume 80% of the
time
The basis of successful dairy farming is
the healthy and happy individual cow

where till now only Total Mixed Ration (TMR) is used.


Suitability for cows to be milked in the robot:
synching udders, cutting long hairs from the tail,
optimizing claw health etc.



Breed cows in such a way that you get less crossed teats
or outstanding front teats.



Prepare and understand the management programme
on-time, to prevent stress.

Barn layout
The location of the Astronaut milking robots must be
carefully planned for appropriate cow routing in the
barn. The robot room must always have a clean entrance.
The robots should be clearly visible and easily accessible
for all cows. This means plenty of space around the robot
and a clear, straight routing to and from the robots. It is
important, particularly in a barn with more robots, that
incoming and outgoing cows do not cross one another’s
path. More information on barn construction can be found
in the brochure ‘Barn design for robotic milking’ or contact
your local Lely Center.

1.3 Start up procedure

Start up

Before the transition from conventional to robotic milking,

When starting with robotic milking, it is recommended

it is very important to thoroughly consider what this will

to start with 50-60 cows per robot and divide the group

mean for your management. The robot will take a central

into two subgroups. For the first three days, the cows

place in the new situation and management should be

are enticed into the robot three times a day. This should

adapted to this.

be done in a very calm and patient manner, to prevent
the cows from having a negative association with the

Preparation

robot. Within these three days, 75% of the cows will

In the preparation phase it is recommended to visit several

go to the robots on their own, after which the routing

farms of the same size and with the same type of barn,

gates can be removed. Set the cows free (free cow

in order to get a good picture of the way robotic milking

traffic) and collect the cows that have a milking interval

works and what it involves in terms of farm management.

of more than 10 hours, four times a day. The number of

The experience of fellow dairy farmers is an important

times the cows are fetched is gradually reduced to twice

help in introducing the milking robot successfully into the

a day, fetching only the cows with a milking interval

7

B¹

B²

Divide the herd in two groups: areas A and B. Start milking the cows from area B1 to B2, then milk the cows from group A from area B1 to B2. Source: Lely Industries N.V.

of more than 12 hours (or more than 10 kg (22 lbs) of



Shorter working times thanks to efficient management.

milk). Appendix 1 lists an instruction card, describing the



Peaks in daily tasks are easily handled due to the

procedure of the first days of the start up.

freedom gained from milking by the robot.


Time gained can be used outside the farm and/or for the
management of individual animals.

This start up procedure decreases waiting times and assures
proper intake of dry matter (DM) and water. Collecting too
many cows too soon results in low ranking cows waiting

A study of time schedules on farms with one to four robots

until they are collected. These cows will consider the robot

showed that the time required for management per robot

as a crowded and dangerous place. Hence, they will wait

is reduced as the number of robots increased. This is

until they are collected by the farmer. This stresses the

mainly because certain tasks are performed independent

importance of remaining calm and patient the first weeks

of the number of robots.

and to follow the instructions on collecting cows.
Lely recommends for the first few days a minimum of
two people available per robot to guide the cows and to

Figure: time spent on control, udder health, cleaning,
robot maintenance, initial milking and collecting cows
per robot per day.
Source: Lely Industries N.V.

control the X-link. After two or three days, it is sufficient
to have one person per robot.
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The farmer’s daily time schedule changes when the robots

55

are in use on the farm. The farmer no longer needs to
milk the cows two or three times per day. This changes the
routines that have become fixed in the daily business of
farming. The milking robot gives farmers the opportunity

time in minutes

1.4 Organising the time schedule

50
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to observe the cows in their own environment. Monitoring

30

is simplified and any abnormal behaviour of animals is

25

easily noticed. Please refer to Chapter 2.4 for routines on

20

robotic farms.

15

32

22
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Changes in the time scheduling:


Different, flexible working times because fixed milking
times are history.
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More flexible working schedule.

5
0
1

2

3

number of robots
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Attention points regarding time spending on robot

it has a negative influence on cell count, which will rise.

management:

The research centre Dexcell in New Zealand did research




Collecting the cows: cows become used to being fetched

on the effect of once a day milking (OAD) versus twice a

for milking.

day milking (TAD). The study examined the SCC during the

Provision of roughage and concentrate: feeding too

lactation. The figure shows clearly that SCC increases with

much energy at the feed fence may cause a decrease in

once a day milking, especially at the end of the lactation.

voluntary cow visits.


Claw health and hygiene: lameness or a slippery floor
have a direct effect on the cows’ desire to visit the robot.

Figure: effect of once a day milking versus twice a day
milking.
Source: Dairy NZ, 2008
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Start up procedure

•

•

•

During the preparation phase, it is
essential to have a well thought out
strategy including a detailed work plan
The location of the robots in the
barn should be determined taking
into account several factors, e.g. cow
routing, walking distances and clean
access to the control room
It is advised to start up the robots with
50-60 cows per robot in two subgroups,
to prevent long waiting times
The time schedule on the farm changes
with the transition to robotic milking –
flexible working schedule and reduction
of labour

SCC (x1000 cells/ml)

•
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weeks of lactation

Aim to milk the average cow more than 2.5 times per day1,
because this results in late-lactating cows to be milked
around 2.0 times a day. Consequently their SCC stays at
an acceptable level. For this reason it is important to
implement free cow traffic. If late-lactating cows are milked

1.5 Business data and performance
indicators

too often, Free Fatty Acids (FFAs) level in de milk can rise.
Cows can be motivated to visit the robot more often at the

The manager of a farm is kept informed by the robot’s

end of lactation with:

software. Lists and graphs provide a clear picture of the



the robot and no over-feeding at the feed fence.

attention points on herd, group and individual cow level.
A farm manager is only interested in the deviations and

Correct feed set up: minimum of 2 kg/cow/day (4 lbs) in



Make sure there is enough space and free cow traffic in

the most urgent attentions, which are presented by the

the barn so that low ranking animals can easily visit the

software. Lely has defined the five most essential Key

robot.

Performance Indicators (KPIs) to allow easy analysis of
Robot settings

specific farm data:
1. Milkings per cow/day:

> 2.5

The robot uses an access matrix to determine when the

2. Refusals per cow/day:

> 1.0

cow is allowed to be milked. The access matrix is based

3. Failures per robot:

0 but < 5 per day

on the average production of the cow, the required milk

4. Udder health attentions:

< 10%

yield per visit and the lactation stage. Goal is to yield at

5. Collecting of cows:

< 5%, twice a day

least 9 to 12 litres (20-26 lbs) milk per visit. The software
calculates the milk allowance within the boundaries of

1. Over 2.5 milkings for good milk quality

the minimum and maximum number of milkings based

One of the advantages of robotic milking is that cows

on the expected day production and the required milk yield

with a high milk production can be milked more often.

per visit.

This improves udder health and decreases Somatic Cell
Count (SCC). When cows are milked less than twice a day

1

Under grazing conditions the average number of milkings is around 2.2
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Normally, fresh and high producing cows are allowed to

The report ‘Failed milking’ shows the cows and also the

be milked up to five times per day. As the lactation days

reason of failure and information about the Dead Milking

increase and production decreases this number of milkings

Time (DMT: time between connection and first milk flow)

will gradually decline. The minimum number of milkings

and milking time per quarter. Prevent cows from failing

per cow per day is 2.0.

again to decrease negative impacts on udder health. In
addition, a failure takes on average 8 minutes. Therefore 4

2. High number of refusals

failures already cost you half an hour of free time.

A high number of refusals indicates a good cow flow to
the robot. Provided there is enough free time on the robot

4. Better udder health with combined attentions

(more than 10%), a high number of refusals does not cause

To keep the udder health and milk quality at a high level,

any problems. Hence, if free time is limited, the number

the attentions of the conductivity, colour (and optional

of refusals will tend to decrease due to the fact that it is

SCC) per quarter and milk yield are combined in the report

harder for cows to enter the robot. Be aware of the fact

‘Udder health’. The number of cows with an udder health

that 150 refusals take only about 30 minutes time.

attention is an indication for the average udder health of
the herd. Hence, the percentage of cows with an attention

A high number of refusals per cow are caused by:

should not exceed 10%.

Positive:
`` Highly effective fibre fed at the feed fence, wellbalanced ration.

5. Collecting cows
Fresh cows need to be milked at least three times a day

`` Genetics.

on a regular basis to avoid health problems and to have

`` Very healthy cows.

a good start of the new lactation. Aim is to collect only

Negative:

a minimum number of cows, maximum 5%, twice a day.

`` Wrong settings in the software.

If more cows need to be collected, check the feed set

`` High feed speed, leading to leftovers of concentrates in

up, barn layout etc. By use of a flexible waiting area or a

the robot.
`` No feed, or bad quality feed provided at the feed fence.

split-entry labour regarding colleting cows can be reduced.
Lely recommends the use of automatic removable gates to
avoid mistakes with removing the gates after all collected

3. Prevent failed milkings on the robot

cows have been milked.

`` Less than 1% of the milkings should fail. Possible
reasons for failures are:
`` Stopped by user. The farmer interrupted the visit on the

KPIs:

X-link of the robot.
`` Automatic robot stop. The robot did not start milking
because the cow left the robot backwards, before the
gate was closed.
`` Teats are not found. The robot was unable to find the

•
•
•
•

teats.
`` Connection time. The teats were detected but the robot
was unable to connect one of the teats.
`` Dead milking time. Teat cups were successfully
connected but there was no start of milk flow from one
of the quarters.
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•

Number of milkings > 2.5 per cow/day
Number of refusals > 1.0 per cow/day
Number of failures	0 but < 5 per robot
Udder health 		
< 10%
attentions
Collecting cows
< 5%, twice a day

Robotic farm management

2 Framework for successful robotic
milking
2.1 Free cow traffic

With semi-forced cow traffic the cows are free to walk

With free cow traffic, the cows are free to move around

from the cubicles to the feed fence and water troughs.

the barn, from the feed fence to the robot, the cubicles

But in order to return to the cubicles they have to pass

and water troughs without hindrance from fencing or

through a selection gate in front of the robot where

selection gates. Experiences and observations of many

they are routed to the robot, a waiting area or cubicle

farms all over the world show that free cow traffic is the

area. In forced or controlled cow traffic systems the cows

basis for successful robotic milking. It increases profitability

can reach various locations in the barn only via one way

through an optimal production and healthy cows. Lely

gates or selection gates. The standard route is often as

research on various forms of cow traffic shows that free

follows: robot, drinking trough, feed fence, cubicles and

cow traffic is characterized by a higher milk production

back to the robot. The cows can reach the feed fence

with less labour and a reduced risk of mastitis. Farmers

only via the robot, with the disadvantage that this puts

applying free cow traffic provide their cows with the five

pressure on the well-being of high producing and young

freedoms and by doing so they will get the most out of

timid animals and as a consequence also on DM intake

their herd.

and lying time.
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The five freedoms
for cows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

fence is 7 (average: 5), this means that the DM intake per
meal is too high with all the risks involved.
Free cow traffic in relation to labour

Freedom from hunger and thirst
Freedom from physical and thermal
discomfort
Freedom from pain, injury and disease
Freedom from fear and chronic stress
Freedom to display their natural
behaviour

In comparison to (semi-)forced and controlled cow traffic,
free cow traffic on a farm results in more production per
cow and lower labour input for the farmer. Especially the
milk production of the heifers increases with 7% and fresh
cows produce 10% more milk in a free cow traffic system.
The amount of labour to collect cows decrease with more
than 60%: it means three times less cows to collect.
Research has shown that heifers require less training in

Cow traffic in relation to DM intake and meal frequency

free cow traffic systems. They need approximately ten

A healthy cow visits the feed fence 8 to 14 times per day.

days to become accustomed to a forced system whereas

Many small meals spread out over the day are important

in voluntary systems it only takes three days. The change

to maintain a healthy rumen, and as such a healthy cow.

from forced cow traffic to free cow traffic gives especially

At each visit a cow eats an average of 2.2 kg (4.8 lbs) of DM

the low ranking cows more opportunity to visit the robot.

in approximately half an hour. On average a cow will spend

On a forced system low ranking cows are the cows that

4 to 6 hours eating per day. After fresh feed has been

need to be collected and/or they are the ones that have

supplied or after the cow has been milked, the DM intake

to wait for hours to be milked.

is often higher. Regular offers of feed and pushing up
the feed entice the cows to come to the feed fence more

Cow traffic in combination with concentrates in the robot

often. In the case of controlled cow traffic, a cow failing

Optimum cow traffic is influenced by a supply of good,

to eat sufficient small meals, will eat more per visit. As a

tasty pelleted concentrates in the robot. The highest

consequence, the risk of rumen acidosis increases and the

visiting frequency per cow is achieved when sufficient feed

cow will be less active until several hours after the meal.

is supplied in the robots. A decrease in the number of visits
to the robot can often be assigned to faults in the feeding

Example: A cow that is milked four times per day for

management e.g. the basic ration. When the feed has

the production of 45 kg (99 lbs) of milk must have a

insufficient fibre content or the energy level is too high

daily intake of 22-25 kg (48-55 lbs) of DM. This means

according to the production, cows will not be motivated

a minimum of 8 to 10 visits to the feed fence. In controlled

to visit the robot. The cows become lazy and are not active

cow traffic the maximum number of visits to the feed

enough to visit the robots.

Office

3000

Seperation
area

7800

Free cow traffic in a 3+3-row barn with four Lely Astronaut milking robots.
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Source: Lely Industries N.V.
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Ten reasons to opt for
free cow traffic:
1.

More milk per cow
(more rest and higher feed intake)
2. Less lameness (more rest)
3. Better for low ranking cows (less stress)
4. Better fat to protein ratio
(higher roughage intake)
5. Higher feed efficiency and healthier rumens
(through more frequent feed intake)
6. More freedom and improved animal
well‑being
7. Less labour and more milk per robot
8. Less mastitis (through less stress and
more frequent milking)
9. Better social life of the farmer
10. Lower costs (investment in gates),
higher profit

2.2 Visit behaviour
For good visit behaviour of the cows, the robot has to be
easily accessible. Firstly, this means that there should be
sufficient free time on the robot (at least 10%) so a cow

Space in front of the robots and behind the cubicles is necessary to ensure
optimal cow traffic and to make management easier.

can enter the robot whenever she wants. Free time means
the time that the robot is freely accessible (the door is
open). When there is less free time, especially low ranking

When working with physical different groups, it is

timid animals will not be milked enough, simply because

important that the existing social hierarchy within a

they do not have the opportunity or they are afraid to

group is disrupted as little as possible. The best results

do so. Animals that are not milked at least two times/day

as far as labour and milk production are concerned, are

have an increased risk of udder health problems.

obtained on farms where cows remain in the same group
throughout the entire lactation. The cows return to their

Secondly, space in front and around the robot is critical

own group after calving. A heifer can be assigned to the

to achieve sufficient visits to the robot. This area is the

robot with the most free time.

busiest part of the barn, so any obstructions will disrupt
cow traffic and reduce visits to the robot. On a farm with

In smaller groups collecting cows late for milking or

120 cows on two robots with 3 milkings and 1 refusal per

for treatment take less time and labour. However,

day, this means 120x4 = 480 cow passages in front of the

larger groups have the benefit that when a robot

robots. For a good accessibility, the robot has to be visible

is out of order due to maintenance, herd behaviour

and easy to reach from anywhere in the barn.

(e.g. the number of milkings) is hardly affected, as the
animals can use the other robot(s).

2.3 Management of groups
There are several ways of dividing a herd into groups:

The criteria for group composition are variable and

a physical division or a virtual division using software.

should fit into your system. For example, a separate heifer

Physically separated groups may be formed based on

group could be formed in order to increase results, although

lactation stage, production level, lactation number,

dairy farmers do have different opinions on working with

physical characteristics etc. Various virtual groups can be

heifer groups. Some are more enthusiastic than others.

present in a single physical herd. The division of the virtual

The milk production and the composition of the feed ration

groups is based on management-technical conditions.

could also be used as a basis for the formation of groups.
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It is preferred to keep cows in the same environment during
their complete lactation, being milked by the same robots.
Nevertheless, in practice reproduction and production are

G

the main issues to manage on larger dairy farms.

D

C

Grouping strategy in a barn with six milking robots. Cows are grouped
per two robots (G = Group 1) and stay during lactation in the same group.
On the foreground the dry cow group (D) with besides it calving units (C) to
guarantee space and individuality during the calving process.

Group management:
•

•

Example of a farm with four robots and two cow groups.

•
Dry cow period
The transition from the dry period to lactation is the
period which influences the production and health of
the cows the most. The so-called transition period starts

Farms where cows remain in the
same group have the best results with
respect to milk production and labour
Changes in group during lactation
have a negative effect on the cow,
e.g. stress leads to a drop in milk yield
Grouping strategy depends on farm
size, type of employees, type of
management etc. – important is to
use fixed working routines and clear
schedules

on average 3 weeks before calving and ends 3 weeks
after calving. In this period it is important that the
cow’s ration prepares her for calving and lactation.
The housing area should be clean, comfortable,

a healthy rumen, healthy feet and healthy reproductive

spacious, dry and free from stress. The objective of the

organs. The cow is active and after calving she will visit

dry period is problem‑free calving and a good start of

the robot frequently.

the new lactation. The dry period is not discussed in
detail, because insights differ per country and per feed
supplier. Important is that the cow is healthy; meaning

Table: benefits and disadvantages of several grouping strategies.

Grouping strategy

Benefits

Disadvantages

Single group

• Better use of robot capacity

• F armer or herdsman needs to be very familiar

• More rest in the herd

with the production and reproduction status
of the cows

Grouping according
to lactation stage

• Farmer or herdsman can monitor health and
fertility according to the group
• Possibility to create a special fresh cow group

Grouping according to
production

• Feeding at the feed fence adjusted to the
average group production

• Sub-optimal use of robot capacity
•C
 hanges in group leads to a restless herd
and mostly to a drop in milk production
• Sub-optimal use of robot capacity
•C
 hanges in group leads to a restless herd and
mostly to a drop in milk production
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Table: global overview of grouping strategy on farms.

Source: Lely Industries N.V.

Dry cows

Fresh cows

Milking cows

People
on farm

< 50

One group of all cows

One group of all cows

One group of all cows

1

50-100

Dry cows are in one or two (far off

Fresh cows are in between the milking

Milking cows are in one group, all cows

1

and close-up) separate groups

cows

have the same ration at the feed fence

Dry cows are in one or two (far off

Fresh cows are in between the milking

Milking cows are in one or two groups

and close-up) separate groups

cows, clearly marked for recognition, or

(according to production or lactation

are in a special group

number)

Dry cows are in one or two (far off

Fresh cows are in a special group, based

Milking cows are split up in

and close-up) separate groups

on health status moving into a milking

several groups, based on production,

group

lactation number or reproductive status

Dry cows are in one or two (far off

Fresh cows are in special groups,

Reproduction starts to be the criteria,

and close-up) separate groups

full pens are completely moved to

based on reproduction status cows are

the next pen

moved to another group

100-300

300-1000

> 1000

1-2

2-15

> 15

2.4 Routines on robotic farms

Saving 10 minutes of work every day will gain almost

A robotic dairy farm has a unique work organization

eight work days per year. Planning the work is the key

and management. Relatively more time is spend among

for efficient labour. Also, barn design, routings, materials

the cows and working at the Personal Computer (PC)

used and equipment have influence on work efficiency.

compared to a conventional dairy farm. The management
programme of the milking robot always provides up‑to‑date

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

information on the herd. The reports generated can be used

Daily routines create stability on a farm and less stress.

to analyze data on the milking robot, milk quality, visiting

It is important to divide the work into clear tasks and

behaviour, attention cows, feed information and in-heat

to set priorities. Always try to answer two questions:

condition. It is important that monitoring becomes a matter

How important is this task for the efficiency of the farm?

of routine, preferably two to three times a day.

How urgent is this task for the efficiency of the farm?

Daily routine

The combination of answers creates a time quadrant and

Appendix 2 lists an instruction card, describing the

helps in doing the urgent and important matters first.

reports the farmer should check twice a day in the Time
for Cows (T4C) software. It is also important, especially

Urgent

Not urgent

Important

Priority 1

Priority 2

Not
important

Priority 3

Priority 4

for larger farms, to make a schedule for routine rounds.
Cows late for milking should be brought to the robot
twice a day at irregular intervals to make sure they are
not getting used to being collected (complete rounds).
It is advisable to spread the checks evenly over the day
(for example at 8.00 AM and 5.00 PM) however not at the
same moment every day. This prevents the milking intervals
from becoming too long. The partial rounds are meant to
check the special need cows, the cows due for calving etc.
Weekly and monthly routines
Besides the daily tasks, there are weekly and monthly
routines requiring attention. Some of these tasks
are sorting cows due for calving, drying off cows
or equipment maintenance. Time scheduling of

Time quadrant to determine priorities; urgent and important matters first.

Source: Lely Industries N.V.

activities saves labour and reduces stress on the farm.
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A SOP gives the employee a standard procedure to carry

3. The number of people: one person per two robots

out specific tasks. SOPs are essential to efficiently organize

4. Working routines: two times per day collecting cows,
working in shifts or per group.

the work, to provide clarity and to carry out the job very
well. Having SOPs minimizes the chance of errors.

In farms of this size different types of employees are used:
Labour



Herdsman (HM)

2 persons 48 weeks, 6 days/week

On larger robotic farms the labour requirement is different



Farm worker (FW) 6 persons	48.5 weeks, 5 days/week
= 242.5 days/year

compared to that of the smaller family farms. The key is
to hire employees that are highly motivated, structured
and keen to work with cows. Furthermore, logic working

Routines:

strategies and protocols (SOPs) are important. When
more people need to carry out the same routine, it is very

•

important that the routine is done properly and in the
same manner every day. The role of the farmer changes
to that of a manager, knowing that the routine is carried
out according to plan. A suggestion to control work is

•

to develop check cards according to the SOPs, which the
employees need to fill in daily when the job is done.
Example: A farm with 1000 milking cows and 16 robots

•

running has on average 100 dry cows and about 3 cows
calving every day. On such a farm the following issues
should be taken care of:
1. 24 hour cover for calving cows and robot alarms

Use the reports in the T4C software to
analyze data on the milking robot, milk
quality, visiting behaviour, attention
cows etc.
Cows too late for milking should be
brought to the robot twice a day; use
irregular intervals to prevent cows
getting used to be fetched
Planning the work is the key factor for
efficient labour – SOPs are useful when
more people are involved in the daily
management

2. Who is responsible for the treatments, who is taking
care of the PC work/administration

Figure: example of a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).

6.00 AM Complete round
BARN
• Check cows due for calving (and special need
cows)
• Push feed up
ROBOT
• Visual check robot is working – milk tubes / air /
brush arms
• Wash robot arm / cluster / floor, spray and clean
lens
• Change milk filter(s)
OTHER BARN WORK

CHECK X-LINK (T4C)

• Wash collecting yards

• Astronaut: DMT or liner attentions

• Check water troughs and clean them

• Milk quality: write down which cows to check

• Treatments: dry off / lame cows / fresh calved cows

• Failed cows: learn why they fail

• Feed the cows

• Cows too late for milking: write down cows to

• Etc.

collect
• Make a note of late cows, cows >20 hrs put on
board for afternoon pick up
• Pick up any fresh heifers first if required and put
through the robot

Night Check Partial round

10:00 AM Partial round

• Pick up all cows too late for milking >12 hrs
• Check cows: milk quality and failed cows (mastitis)

• Visual check robot is working –

• Visual check robot is working –
• Clean off beds and crossovers and apply sawdust/

16

2 AM

3 AM

4.00 PM Complete round

• Check cows due for calving

• Check cows due for calving
(and special need cows)

(and special need cows)

lime to beds

• Push feed up

• Note any bulling, lame or sick cows

1 AM

milk tubes / air / brush arms

milk tubes / air / brush arms

BARN

4 AM

5 AM

6 AM

7 AM

8 AM

9 AM

10 AM 11 AM 12 AM

• See protocol 6:00 AM complete round

1 PM

2 PM

3 PM

4 PM

5 PM

6 PM

• Push feed up

7 PM

8 PM

9 PM

10 PM 11 PM 12 PM

Robotic farm management

Table: example of time schedule for employees.

20.00-5.00 (night)

Source: Lely Industries N.V.

Farm worker

Herdsman

1 farm worker

• On call for major problems with cows or robots

• Calving cows, respond to alarm robot
5.00-10.00 (morning)

1 farm worker

Round 1:

Round 1:

• Check PC

• Check X-link and collect cows

• Inseminate

• Clean cubicles

• (Udder) health treatments

• Feed calves or check automatic calf feeder
10.00-15.00

3 farm workers

• Office work and planning

• Move cows
• Clean calving pens
• Feeding cows, etc.
15.00-19.00

2 farm workers

Round 2:

Round 2:

• Check PC

• Check X-link and collect cows

• Inseminate

• Clean cubicles

• (Udder) health treatments

• Feed calves or check automatic calf feeder
Total

4 farm workers per day

• 365 days/year, 1 person available

• Idea: on shift for five days, off shift for two days

• Idea: five days on shift, two days off shift

• Available: 6 persons * 242.5 days = 1455
• Required: 7 * 4 * 365 = 1455
Hence: this is an idea of a labour setup.

2.5 Cow handling and treatments

Never treat a cow in the robot since this may cause the

On every farm, cows need individual treatment, such as:

cow to associate the robot with a negative experience.

`` Insemination.
`` Mastitis treatment.
`` Injection of antibiotics.
`` Drying off.
Claw treatment.
In the parlour, these treatments are quite often
performed around milking time. With robots, cows
are milked 24 hours a day. Therefore, management
should be adapted to the robots in order to avoid cows
waiting for several hours in a separation room. As an
example: mastitis treatment needs to be carried out

Separation area with cubicles and a hoof trimming box to simplify
treatment of cows.

within three hours after milking, otherwise treatment
is less effective.
Treatment procedure
Treatment area

The procedure for treatment with antibiotics is:

Treatment of a cow can be carried out in several places:

1. First enter the specific treatment in the T4C

`` In a cubicle.

management programme.

`` At the feed fence.

2. Check whether the required data is filled in correctly.

`` In the separation area.

3. When milk needs to be separated due to withdrawal

Avoid long waiting times and supply the cows with

times, check whether the milk separation is confirmed.

fresh feed, water and a place to lie down in the

4. After data entry in T4C the cow can be treated.

separation area. Reasons to opt for a treatment area are

5. Double-check in the computer.

safety, convenience and the time and effort required.
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The farmer must be very strict with this routine.

possible to put the cow back in the correct group.

If the data entry of milk separation is forgotten, the

A disadvantage of this procedure is the amount of

antibiotics could end up in the bulk tank. For this

labour it takes to treat the cow.

reason, it is very useful to have a second PC/T4C terminal
in the barn. It is also possible to use a PDA (handheld)

For labour-saving reasons the first option – putting the

with a wireless connection to the main PC.

cow in a special group – is often preferred by the farmer.
The second option is also a good possibility but more time

Udder treatments should be carried out directly

consuming.

after milking. Lely recommends using one of the
following options:
1. Place the cow in a special group in T4C (special access
criteria) so that the cow is only allowed to be milked
at certain times (when there is someone in the barn).
This procedure ensures treatment at the right
moment. A disadvantage of this procedure is possible

Cow handling and
treatments:
•

disturbance of the cow’s routine, which can have a
negative effect on her visiting behaviour.
2. Check the cow at the planned moment of treatment.
If she has been milked recently, the cow can be
treated immediately. If the cow has been milked a

•
•

while ago, it is better to put her in a special group
in the management programme to allow her to be
milked directly. After milking and treatment, it is

Insemination of a cow in the cubicle.
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•

Handling and treatment of cows should
be adapted to the robot and need to be
an integral part of the daily routine
The treatment area needs to be safe,
convenient and time and effort-saving
First enter a treatment in the
management programme before actual
treatment of the cow
Never treat a cow in the robot!

Robotic farm management

2.6 Robot capacity

1‑6 kg/min (2-13 lbs/min).

Robot output is mainly determined by two major factors:

`` Higher vacuum level or tuning pulsation settings can

milking time and treatment time. Treatment time is the

increase milk flow. But too high vacuum levels cause

time spent for walking into the robot, swinging in the arm,

teat-end damage, which has a negative impact on milk

udder cleaning, attachment, spraying and leaving the robot.

flow (and udder health).

Most cows show a treatment time of about two minutes.

Optimizing treatment time

A good conformation of the udder and excellent udder

To optimize treatment time, check each step of the milking

hygiene make quick cow treatment by the robots possible.

process. If cows have extended attachment times:

The rest of the time depends on the milk flow. When it
comes to maximising the output of the robot, cows with
a high milk flow improve capacity. When you milk certain
‘problem’ cows less often, the amount of treatment
time will decrease. When the cow has more milk in her

`` Make sure that there is not too much hair on the udder
(or tail).
`` If one quarter is empty at the end of lactation shortly
before dry off: disable milking this quarter.
`` If there is less pressure in the udder at the end of

udder, usually an even slightly higher milk speed will be

lactation, the rear teats can be too close together.

established for these cows. This makes it possible to increase

Put such cows in a group for twice a day milking,

the output of the robot. The report ‘Cow robot efficiency’

so they have more milk in the udder.

informs you about the treatment and milking time per cow.

`` If cows have an abnormal udder shape, the attachment
takes longer. Put these cows in a group to be milked
only when somebody is in the barn or milked ‘under

Diagram: influence of milk speed, attachment problems
and shocker settings on time spending of the Astronaut.
Standard times: walking into the robot 2 sec., swing in the
arm and cleaning the udder 45 sec., attachment 15 sec.,
milking 120 sec., spraying 5 sec. and walking out of the
Source: Lely Industries N.V.
robot 2 sec.

supervision’.
Other factors to improve robot capacity
To optimize robot output, it is important to have cows that
are suitable for the robot. Perhaps even more important is
to ensure correct settings in the T4C software to make sure

100%

7.28 min

3.15 min

6.23 min

4.11 min

that the robot spends time on the right cows.
`` Healthy cows which feel good to visit the robot more

80%

frequently:
- Push fresh feed frequently to the fence.

60%

- Provide enough effective fibre at the feed fence, which
improves rumination and makes cows more active. Less

40%

effective fibre makes cows satiated and lazy, so they want
to lie down in the stall instead of walking to the robot,

20%

- Good claw health and non slippery walking areas.
0%

Slow
milking cows

Fast
milking
cows

Cow with
attachment
problem

Wrong
shocker
settings

Walking into the robot

Milking

Swing in arm +
cleaning the udder

Spraying

Attachment

Walking out of the robot

`` Breed cows that fit the robot systems:
- Prevent crossed rear teats. Some bulls are known to
inherit the ‘crossed teat syndrome’.
-C
 onsider milk speed when selecting breeding cows for
the future herd.
Overcrowding
Overcrowding of a robot is dependent on the number of
animals and also on the milk speed and treatment time

To optimize milking time (milk flow)
`` Milk when udders contain more milk (10 kg (22 lbs)
of milk per milking is an optimum value).
`` Breed and select cows with a higher milk flow.
Variation between cows in one herd can be between

in the robot. The ‘Robot performance’ report shows the
machine results over the past period, including the number
of milkings, the time spent on different activities and the
overcapacity of the machine. Overcrowding causes more
animals to just stand at the feed fence and in alley ways.
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Cow which can be milked in the robot if the udder is full of milk; put her in
a group of twice a day milking only.

Improve robot capacity:
•
•

•

•
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Robot output depends on the milking
time and the treatment time
Higher milk flow and shorter treatment
times increase robot output thereby
increasing profitability
In respect to robot capacity; cow
health, hygiene, feeding strategy,
cow genetics and visit behaviour
are important influencing factors
Good visit behaviour is ensured
by enough free time on the robot
(at least 10%), no overcrowding,
plenty of space in front of the robots
and optimal management

Robotic farm management

3 Feeding
The feed provided to the cows is of major importance for the overall success of a dairy farm. It affects not
only milk production but also feed/milk efficiency, general health of the cow, reproduction and metabolic
disturbances. In addition, feed influences cow traffic and visiting behaviour to the robot. As the market
leader in robotic milking, Lely knows that correct feeding of cows is essential for successful robotic milking.
Feed management largely determines the financial profitability of the dairy farm.

3.1 Ruminant physiology

and protozoa. They break down the feed into molecules

Rumen

that the cow is able to digest. For an optimal break down,

The dairy cow is a ruminant. On her own she is

feed particles are shortened and crushed by rumination.

not able to break down the cell structure of grass.

After break down, the small feed particles and molecules

The first fore‑stomach is the rumen and can hold

sink into the fluid layer and pass to the other three

100‑120 litres (30 gal) of fermentable (digestible)

stomachs and then into the intestines.

material. Three phases can be identified in the rumen:
on top a gaseous phase, an intermediate solids phase and at
the bottom a fluid phase. The feed is fermented by bacteria
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Gas formation

Structure layer

The cornerstones of
feeding for successful
robotic milking:
1.

Liquid

2.
Content of the rumen.

3.
Rumination process
In ruminants, chewing during eating and rumination
serves to reduce feed particle size and to increase particle

4.

surface/volume ratio, which results in improved microbial
access and feed degradation. This in turn facilitates
feed digestion further on in the digestive tract. A cow
ruminates 6 to 10 hours per day and as in humans, the

5.

digestive process works better during resting since the
blood flow to the digestive system is increased. During
rumination a total of 160-180 litres (45 gal) of saliva is
produced. Saliva contains bicarbonate (buffer) which

6.

The ration fed at the feed fence is
based on the average milk yield per cow
minus 7 kg (15 lbs) and should contain
at least 40% of DM.
A minimum amount of 2 kg (4 lbs)
concentrates is provided in the robot to
attract cows to visit the robot.
The feed speed in T4C is set between
300 and 400 gram/minute (12 oz) to
give all cows the opportunity to eat
their concentrates during robot visits.
The basis of a good ration is:
high quality forage; palatable, no
contamination with mould or dirt and
enough effective fibre.
Unrestricted access of all cows to the
feed at the feed fence.
Unrestricted access of all cows to clean
water and a comfortable lying area.

keeps the rumen pH stable and prevents rumen acidosis.
After each meal, pH in the rumen drops due to the
fermentation process. So the quicker after a meal a cow
starts ruminating the better.

Large Intestine
Pelvic bone
Bladder
Small Intestine
Rumen

Esophagus
Reticulum
Omasum
Abomasum

Digestive tract of the cow.
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Source: Wattiaux and Howard, 2000
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The cow – a ruminant:
•
•

•

•

•

A cow ruminates 6 to 10 hours per day
During rumination, 160-180 litres
(45 gal) of saliva are produced – the
bicarbonate acts as a rumen buffer
Feed is fermented by bacteria and
protozoa and the reticulum pumps it in
and out of the rumen
In the omasum the feed pulp is grind to
absorb water and VFAs (energy for the
cow)
The abomasum in the true stomach
where feed particles are digested

feed fence and add an individual portion in the robot
based on the milk production of each cow’. Depending on
how much concentrate is required, the use of additional
Cosmix feed stations is an option. The advantage of PMR
is that high producing cows receive sufficient energy
spread out over the entire day, while low producing cows
are given less energy-rich feed, thereby reducing the risk
of fattening. A well-balanced individual ration ensures
improved health as well as lower feed costs, even if more
expensive pellet concentrates are used. This optimizes
economical results.

1

2

Reticulum, omasum and abomasum
The second fore-stomach is the reticulum. It works like
a pump and causes liquid to flow out of the rumen,
together with the fermented and broken down feed
particles. The third fore-stomach, the omasum, is covered
with muscular laminae. These laminae grind the feed
pulp to absorb water and Volatile Fatty Acids (VFAs).
It stimulates the onward propulsion of feed towards the
abomasum. The duration of stay of the feed pulp in the
rumen and reticulum is about 60 hours. However, large

Example of a Cosmix feed station.

variations in time exist, depending on the ration. The
feed pulp stays for 7-9 hours in the omasum and for about
2-8 hours in the abomasum. The abomasum is the true

TMR feeding

stomach, as in humans, where feed particles are digested

The TMR (flat) feeding strategy is not an option on a

in an acid environment.

robotic farm. If the cows are given a TMR – each cow
getting the same – fresh cows will take in too less and low

3.2 Feeding methods

producing cows too much high energy feed, which means

Partial Mixed Ration (PMR)

that they loose or gain weight respectively. Since TMR

A very common way to feed cows within a robotic milking

often has high energy content, the feed in the robot is not

system is by applying a PMR. PMR feeding is based on

at all attractive for the cows. As a result the number of

the principle: ‘feed all cows a lower general ration at the

voluntary visits to the robot decrease.

Table: overview of the different costs applying TMR or PMR feeding in Canada (100 kg = 220 lbs).

Source: Lely Industries N.V., 2009

TMR

PMR

Difference

Feed costs/100 kg milk

C$11.99

C$12.36

C$0.37

Breeding costs young stock/100 kg milk

C$3.44

C$3.03

-C$0.41

Depreciation costs cattle/100 kg milk

C$4.60

C$4.06

-C$0.54

Veterinary costs/100 kg milk

C$1.65

C$1.60

-C$0.05

Extra labour costs/100 kg milk

C$1.12

C$0.47

-C$0.65

Treatment costs/100 kg milk

C$0.49

C$0.26

-C$0.23

Total costs/100 kg milk

C$23.29

C$21.78

-C$1.51
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Cow activity: TMR

Cow activity: PMR
Energy requirement

Energy requirement

Collecting
cows

Collecting cows
Concentrate

energy

energy

Concentrate

Energy content feed fence: average milk production

Energy content feed fence: average milk production minus 7 kg
0

0
0

time in laction

0

time in laction

Figure: the number of cows to collect is higher in TMR situations because the energy content at the feed fence is too high. In
PMR situations – energy content at the feed fence: average milk production minus 7 kg (15 lbs) – only a few cows need to be
collected.


Source: Lely Industries N.V.

PMR:
Profitable, Manageable,
Reducing costs
•

•
•

•

Feed all cows a lower general ration at
the feed fence and add an individual
portion in the robot based on the milk
production of each cow
Increased numbers of milkings and
refusals leading to more milk per cow
Improved animal health: lower
incidence of rumen acidosis and
avoidance of fat cows
Reduced costs: less labour and lower
feed costs

Dynamic feeding and milking model
The dynamic feeding and milking model in the T4C software
takes into account the individual animal’s response in
milk production to the concentrates applied and the
individual variation in milk interval. Cows show individual
differences in terms of feed efficiency and milk interval
sensitivity. By optimising these parameters for each cow,
profitability and robot output will be increased. The model
is based on the mathematical principles of Dynamic Linear
Modelling (DLM) and was developed in cooperation with
the Animal Science Group (ASG), Wageningen University.
A proven mathematical principle used in for example
logistics but introduced by Lely in dairy farming.
Dynamic feeding
Dynamic feeding takes into account the individual
cow’s response in milk production to a certain amount
of concentrate. It hereby considers the costs of concentrate

PMR feeding is profitable

and the profit of milk, fat and protein. The system will feed

TMR feeding is applied by farmers because they

each cow the optimal amount of concentrates for an optimal

have the impression that the feed costs will increase

milk yield, based on individual efficiency. The boundaries for

if pellet concentrates are supplied in the robot.

dynamic feeding in the robot are a minimum of 2 (4 lbs) and

However, Lely has conducted a literature survey in

a maximum of 8 kg (17 lbs) of concentrate.

2009 – in Canada and Germany – on the effect of
PMR and TMR feeding on feed costs, robot visiting

Dynamic milking

behaviour and intake of concentrates and roughage.

Dynamic milking aims to maximize robot output in terms

It showed that the PMR feeding strategy leads to savings

of kg milk, but also in terms of profit. Looking at the figure

of 1.67 Euro per 100 kg (220 lbs) milk in Germany and

on milk flow; the system aims to have as much of phase 3

1.51 Canadian Dollar per 100 kg (220 lbs) milk in Canada.

as possible per day to optimize output. This is achieved by

Cows are fed according to their requirements and

more milk per milking, slightly less milkings and milking

therefore the animals will be healthier. In addition, the

interval insensitive cows less often. This increases capacity

total amount of concentrates consumed will be lower.

and allows cows that are very interval sensitive to be milked

This research clearly shows that even in countries with

more frequently. The boundaries for dynamic milking are a

high price differences between pellet concentrates and

minimum of 2 and a maximum of 5 milkings per day.

loose feed components, PMR feeding is profitable.
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Table: effect of dynamic feeding and milking for the individual cow.

Feeding

Source: Lely Industries N.V.

How does an individual cow respond

If an additional kg of concentrate does not lead to an increase in milk, the amount of

on feeding some extra concentrate

concentrate is reduced.

based on the price of concentrate

Example:

and the price of milk?

Milk price: 30 cent/kg (2.2 lbs) and concentrate price: 20 cent/kg (2.2 lbs). Feeding 1 kg
(2.2 lbs) more concentrate must lead to 20/30 = 0.67 kg (1.5 lbs) more milk.

Milking

How does an individual cow respond

If the extra milking does not lead to a higher daily output of the robot, the cow is milked

to a change in milk interval based on

less often.

free time of the robot, milk yield, milk
speed and box time of the cow?

Example:
Milking a low producing cow less often gives a high yielding cow more opportunity to
increase her number of milkings.

Relation between concentrate intake and milk yield
Figure: the principle of dynamic milking: aims to have
as much of phase 3 as possible per day.

The relation between concentrate intake and milk
yield was studied by ASG, Wageningen University.
The researchers tried to quantify the individual variation

Milk Flow Rate
60
1

180

2

3

240
4

300

in daily milk yield response to concentrate intake and to
explore the economic possibilities. The optimal concentrate
rations were determined to achieve the maximum gross

5

margin (milk returns minus concentrate costs) and the
potential daily gain ranged from € 0.20 to € 2.03 per cow.

Milk Flow

Effect of dynamic feeding and milking
Lely Industries performed research in 2009 to the effect
of dynamic feeding and milking on milk yield, weight,
Unit On-Time

amount of concentrates fed, milk per milking and milk
return. Research from more than 40,000 cow days and

Seconds into Milk Flow

120,000 milkings with the Lely Astronaut milking robot
Unique Phase of Milk Flow

clearly showed the following results.

Control group

DLM group

30

7

30

6

25

7

6

25

5

5
20

4
15
3
10

2

5

1
Weight

Milk Yield

Concentrates

Average daily milk yield (kg)

Average daily milk yield (kg)

20

4
15
3
10

2

5

1
Weight

Milk Yield

Concentrates



Figure: Effect of dynamic feeding on the milk yield, weight and amount of concentrates fed in comparison to the
control group. Weight and BCS were constant, while milk production slightly decreased. The amount of concentrates
Source: Lely Industries N.V., 2009
fed in the robot decreased with on average 5 kg (11 lbs) per 100 kg (220 lbs) milk.
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2
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Time

Time


Figure: effects of dynamic milking on milk per milking and on milk return per cow. From the start of dynamic milking
(red vertical line) the amount of free time on the robot stays constant, milk per milking was maximised leading to
Source: Lely Industries N.V., 2009
more milk per robot and increased milk return per cow.

amount of concentrate at the feed fence is limited

Results of dynamic
feeding and milking:

(see Table). In the trial group the amount of concentrate
at the feed fence was reduced by 30% (1.8 kg/4 lbs per
cow/day) and the amount of concentrate in the robot
was increased with 12% (0.7 kg/1.5 lbs per cow/day).

•
•
•
•

Increased individual cow health.
Reduced feed costs.
Increased robot utilization.
More profit.

This resulted in more milk with less concentrates.

Table: milkings, refusals, milk production and visit behaviour.

Source: Hauspie, 2008
Milkings
per cow
per day

3.3 Daily ration
Ration at the feed fence
Feed provided should correspond to the level of
production (milk, fat content, protein content) and
the cows’ physical condition. The ration at the feed

Refusals
per cow
per day

the motivation of these cows to visit the robot disappears.

Visit
behaviourA

Control
group

2.3

1

27.4
(60.3 lbs)

72%

Trial group

2.5

1.4

29.5
(64.9 lbs)

77%

Difference
(%)

+ 8%

+ 27%

+ 7%

+ 7%

fence should be well-balanced and calculated to avoid
over‑feeding of low producing cows. When over-feeding,

Milk produc‑
tion per cow
per day

This is calculated as a percentage of the milk allowance (milk access settings).
Example: a cow is allowed to be milked 4 times a day, but is milked 3 times; visit behaviour
is 75%.
The higher percentage visit behaviour points out that fewer cows need to be collected.

A	

Therefore, the following rule of thumb can be applied:
average daily milk yield per cow minus 7 kg (15 lbs).
Example: If cows produce on average 32 kg (70 lbs) of milk,

Wet products in dairy rations on robotic farms

the ration at the feed fence should be sufficient to support

Quite often, questions are raised about the application

for 32-7 = 25 kg (70-15 = 55 lbs) of milk. This rule of thumb

of brewer’s yeast, potatoes, beet pulp and other wet

is based on average variations among cows in the herd.

products in dairy rations at robotic farms. In respect to

As a consequence, the ration fed at the feed fence should

those products, it is important that the average ration

even be lower if the milk production between cows shows

fed at the feed fence is adjusted to the average milk yield

large variations. If there are only small variations in daily

minus 7 kg (15 lbs) and should contain at least 40% of DM.

production between the cows, the ration at the feed fence

Cows must be attracted to the robot by the concentrates.

can be balanced higher.

If the ration at the feed fence is too high in energy, some
cows will not visit the robot anymore, simply because the

Limit concentrate intake at the feed fence

concentrates are no longer desired.

Recent research at Ghent University, Belgium, showed
increased numbers of milkings and refusals when the
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The structure of the feed should be thoroughly checked

Robotic farm management

especially when feeding wet products. The humidity

The DM intake in heifers is less than in older cows, and in

softens the structure parts of the feed, which means that

both it is less at the start of lactation. This fact should be

the rumen is less stimulated and the cows become less

taken into account when the quantities of concentrate are

active which results in a decreased number of visits to

calculated at the start of lactation. The most important

the robot. The structure in the ration decreases as the

thing is that cows should take in roughage so that

day progresses. In a continuous process, such as in robot

they have a healthy start. Lely recommends increasing

milking, cows that arrive later in the day get an energy-

concentrates with maximum 400 g (14 oz) per day. Larger

rich feed without effective structure.

quantities can put pressure on the roughage/concentrate
ratio, which leads to failure to achieve the peak production

The ration must contain sufficient DM

or to rumen acidosis. The more DM is taken up immediately

Adequate and balanced DM intake leads to a healthy milk

after calving, the higher the intake on day 28 will be.

production and reduction both in metabolic disorders
and in weight loss. At the same time, breeding results

The ration should contain sufficient protein

are improved. Practical experience shows that the intake

An indication whether the ration contains sufficient

of DM at the day of calving continues to have an effect

protein (16-19% crude protein) is the milk urea count.

on its intake up to 4 weeks into lactation. At the end of

A low urea content (<15 mg/0.53 oz) indicates that too

pregnancy the intake of DM can fall by 2 to 4 kg (2-9 lbs).

little rumen degradable protein is being provided for the

If the DM intake is lower than predicted, the concentration

cow. The slightest disturbance in the ration can lead to

of the feed should be increased in order to meet the cow’s

problems. The effects are often first seen in the herd’s

requirements. After calving the DM intake will gradually

fertility. If the urea level in the milk is too high, this means

increase (see Figure).

that either feed protein intake is too high or the ration
contains too much rumen degradable protein in relation to
rumen degradable carbohydrates. Digestion becomes less

Figure: dry matter intake in Holsteins after calving.
(1 kg = 2.2 lbs)
Source: Kertz, 1991

efficient and energy is hereby wasted costing money.

kg

Carbon foot print
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The carbon foot print in dairy farming becomes

20

increasingly important since emissions such as methane

15

(CH4) and nitrous oxide (NO2) are gasses that have a

10

significant impact on global warming. These emissions
from cattle are dependent on several factors such as levels

5

of feed intake, feed types, feed processing and indirectly

Weeks in production
1

2

3

4

housing and manure systems. By focussing on these

5

factors, future developments should aim to reduce the

Heifer

Adult cow

emission of these green house gasses.
The ration should have adequate effective fibre
Figure: difference between DM intake in individual cows
Source: Lely Industries N.V., 2009
and heifers. (1 kg = 2.2 lbs)

Feed with a lot of fibre such as straw, hay and long-cut
grass contain little energy. Concentrates on the other hand
contain much energy but very little fibre. Feeding a cow

30

more energy means that more fermentation will occur in

25

the rumen. More fermentation will lead to higher lactate

20

production and consequently, a lower rumen pH. Some

kg DM

bacteria needed for fibre fermentation do not survive

15

exposure to a low rumen pH for a prolonged period of

10

time. This will result in a depressed fibre digestion and

5

metabolic and digestive disorders such as acidosis.
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Feeding more effective fibre will force the cow to

of dairy cows’ (Appendix 3). The easiest way to examine the

ruminate, which helps to reduce the risk of acidosis.

ration is by hand. Feel the fibre scratching and try to squeeze

The structure particles in the feed must have an

the ration into a ‘ball shape’. The sooner it disintegrates

effective length of 3-4 cm (1.2-1.6 in). However, too

after releasing the ball shape, the higher the effective fibre

much fibre takes a long time to be broken down in

content. A ration of pure hay at the feed fence completed

the rumen. Consequently, DM intake, and therefore

with concentrates fed in the robot and the out‑of‑parlour

energy intake, is reduced which in turn will decrease

feeder results in a very high robot visiting rate.

milk production. So a ration must be balanced, with a
If so the cow will show sufficient time spent on ruminating.
Figure: development of rumen pH during the day with
PMR and TMR feeding. The optimum rumen pH is above
5.8, resulting in optimal functioning of the rumen microorganism. With PMR feeding the rumen pH is more stable.


Source: Lely Industries N.V.

5.8

Rumen pH

PMR
TMR
Threshold value

Figure: relation between fibre score of the ration and
Source: Lely Industries N.V., 2008
number of visits to the robot.

number of robotvisits

fibre/concentrate ratio perfectly adjusted to each other.

7
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6
5,5
5
4,5
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Quantities of refusals
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The ration changes throughout the day due to selection by
the cows at the feed fence. The refusals should be checked

Daily ration:

regularly to evaluate feed management. How much refusals
do you have? On average 5-10% refusals should be accepted.
What is the composition of the refusals? The composition

•

•

•

•

•

Calculate ration at the feed fence
for the average herd production
minus 7 kg (15 lbs)
Assure 40% dry matter in dairy rations
with wet products to ensure voluntary
cow visits to the milking robot
Dry matter intake influences the total
feed intake of the cow; balance the
total ration for the amount of DM
Average rations contain 16-19% crude
protein for efficient digestion – urea is
a parameter for efficiency of protein
digestion
Effective fibre is necessary for a healthy
rumen and a healthy cow

should be the same as from the freshly offered ration. In
situations where automatic feed pushers are applied the
amount of refusals tends to decrease. The feed remains
fresher and tastier, causing low ranking cows to visit the feed
fence more frequently and achieving a higher DM intake.
Especially with robotic milking, cows always need good
quality feed available at the feed fence. The quality of the
feed has an immediate effect on production and on the
visit frequency of cows to the robot. When feed is offered
a number of times per day or/and when feed is pushed
regularly to the feed fence, the cows are encouraged to take
in feed. This also means that low ranking cows in particular
make more frequent visits to the feed fence and to the
robot. Research with the Juno – automatic feed pusher –
shows an increase of 10.9% in cow visits to the robot.
Rumen acidosis
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Robot visits and effective fibre

Subclinical rumen acidosis is difficult to diagnose. A slight

The relation between feeding more effective fibre at the feed

depression in milk fat, reduced rumination minutes and

fence and robot visits has been investigated in a small‑scale

undigested faeces may be indications of this. A clear sign

survey. On 14 farms, all with free cow traffic, the ration at the

of rumen acidosis is an inversion of milk solids, meaning

feed fence was examined for effective fibre thereby using the

that the fat percentage is even lower than the protein

card ‘Scoring the stretch and scratch factor for PMR rations

percentage. Lely recently developed the fat and protein

Robotic farm management

measurement on the Astronaut robots to give farmers the

`` Structure/effective fibre

opportunity to observe deviating values in milk solids. Rumen

A minimum amount of structure is necessary to keep

acidosis can be cured by giving more fibrous feed and less

cows healthy. To maintain a good cow flow to the

sugar-rich, quickly fermentable products. Regular monitoring

robot, a minimum amount of effective fibre in the

of the rumination movements (with Lely Qwes‑HR tags) and

ration is needed. This means that particle sizes must

of the strength of the rumen contractions, combined with a

be large enough and the physical state of the fibre in

manure sample, gives the herdsman a good impression of the

the ration should lead to sufficient rumination activity

processes taking place inside the cow. In Appendix 4 possible

(over 450 rumination minutes per day).

causes of acidification of the rumen are listed. Appendix 5
lists a score card to determine the digestion of the manure.
In Appendix 6 the score card for determining the consistency
of the manure is displayed.

Ensiling process
Mowing should take place at times when the crop has
had sufficient sunlight to develop sugars that are needed
for – among other things – the conservation of the grass.
The processes required for a short field period depend

Effective fibre:
•

•

The effective fibre content influences
the rumination activity of the cow and
affects robot visit behaviour
Subclinical rumen acidosis can be
diagnosed when milk fat is slightly
depressed, in combination with reduced
rumination minutes and undigested
faeces

on the kind of crop and climate conditions. Any deviation
from the ideal conditions can lead to a rise in the ammonia
fraction (NH3) reducing the nutritional value and palatability
of the crop, which has a negative effect on DM intake and
on taste. In addition, the crop is not so sturdy, meaning less
stimulation of the rumen. This can result in cows that fail
to visit the robot sufficiently often. Any reduction in the
frequency of visits to the robot generally bears a strong
relationship to a fall in DM intake. Healthy animals visit
the robot regularly. Later mowing means that the crop
has more structure, but less nutritional value.
Water evaporates from the grass during the drying

3.4 Roughages

process. The concentration of soluble materials (osmotic

Several factors are accountable for forage quality; as a

pressure) increases in the grass juices. Butyric acid bacteria

whole, they influence palatability, digestibility and nutritive

and those responsible for decomposition cannot easily

value of fresh grass, maize or silage. The ration of the cow

withstand high osmotic pressure, while lactic acid bacteria

consists for a major part of these products. Because of the

are hardly troubled by it. The drier the silage, the less

influence of feeding on the visit behaviour of cows, the

acid is required for conservation. But be careful not to

quality of (harvested) forage should be impeccable.

dry the silage too long: the drier the grass, the more
difficult it is to break down the cell walls and the sugar

Important forage properties

for the lactic acid bacteria is released slowly. Also on drier

Grass consists of a number of components, such as water,

silages it is harder to get the oxygen out when making the

sugar, protein, raw cellular material and ash. The degree

silage. In addition, the field period should be kept short.

to which these components are present and their mutual

The grass is still ‘alive’ during the pre-drying stage, which

proportions are determinant for the nutritional value of

means that protein and sugar are broken down. If the

the grass.

field period is kept short, more sugar remains in the grass

`` Sugar content
To ensure microbial protein synthesis in the rumen,

for the purposes of conservation. A short field period
also means less loss of (nitrogen) protein.

a minimum amount of rapidly availably energy
in the form of sugar is necessary. Furthermore,

Making silage, or baling, is a way of keeping the mown

sugar has a major influence on the palatability and

grass ‘vacuum packed’. Pressing the silage firmly down

ensiling properties of the product.

or baling the grass tightly forces the oxygen out from

`` Cell wall digestibility

between the grass stems. Baling plastic then ensures an

A higher cell wall digestibility normally results in

airtight package. Once the grass has been closed off from

a higher passage rate and increases the potential

the outside air the bale or silo should not be opened again:

roughage intake of the cow.

when the plastic is removed, oxygen is introduced into the
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Table: quality parameters for forage quality
Parameter

Source: Euro Grass

Meaning

Target value (%)
Fresh matter

Silage

Remarks

IVDOM, OMD (Dig OS)

Organic matter digestibility

82-86

76-80

Percentage of nutrients available for absorption

CP

Crude protein

19-24

16-19

Important cell component, influences milk protein
production

WSC

Water soluble carbohydrates

6-15

6-14

Important cell component, influences palatability,
DM intake, ensilability, (crude protein utilisation)

NDF

Cell wall fraction

44-52

42-50

Cell wall content and cell wall digestibility define
the availability of nutrients in the cell content for
milk production

DNDF

Digestibility of the cell wall

70-80

70-80

Influences the availability of nutrients in the cell
content as well as the rate of forage degradation
which relates to DM intake

CA

Crude ash

7-11

9-11

Soil contamination increases the crude ash content

silage again. This leads to the growth of moulds and the

Cell wall digestibility and sugar content also play a major

conservation process is disturbed.

role in silage making. The ensiling process is based on
exclusion of air to create an anaerobic environment
and on acidification (conserving). Lactic acid bacteria

Roughage:
•

•

•

convert sugar to lactic acid. It is mainly the cell wall
structure that determines the availability of sugar for the

Among other things, sugar, cell wall
digestibility and structure determine
the quality of forage
High quality forage should be
palatable and attractive to cows,
stable (no moulds, no rotting) and
not pulverised by handling and
mixing equipment
Good grassland and crop
management ensure high quality
forage – necessary for a good cow
flow to the robot

production of lactic acid by the lactic acid bacteria. If the
cell wall is highly digestible, then the cell wall is also easy
degradable and sugar can be reached more readily by
the bacteria. High sugar content stimulates an ideal lactic
acid fermentation resulting in a rapid pH decrease and
consequently good conservation (high storage stability).
High quality forage, with an adequate amount of effective
fibre plus good palatability, is important to maintain a
good cow flow to the robot.

3.5 Concentrates
Concentrate feeding
Concentrates need to be fed in the robot to attract cows to
the robot. Lely has learned that optimal visiting behaviour
is obtained when the amount of concentrates varies

Figure: structure and elements of grass cell walls.
Source: Euro Grass


between 2 (4 lbs) and 8 kg (17 lbs)/cow/day, depending on
the milk yield. If cows require more concentrates to cover
their energy needs, automated feed boxes (Cosmix) can be

Cell wall
(=rapidly, nearly
completly degradable)

used. The concentrate in the robot should be at least 10%
higher in energy content as the ration at the feed fence
and should be tasty.
With regard to the concentrate portion, cows have

Cellulose
(=slowly, partly degradable)

difficulty swallowing very fine feed particles so the ideal
form for the concentrate is a strong pellet.

Lignin
(=undegradable)
Cell’s inside
proteins, sugar, fats and minerals
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According to this example, a 5 kg (11 lbs) increase in milk
will correspond to a 1.5 kg (3 lbs) increase of concentrates.
This depends on:
`` Amount of energy in the concentrate.
`` Estimated increase of feed intake at the feed fence
when a cow produces more milk.
If a cow produces 25 kg (55 lbs) of milk or less, then shestill
receives 2 kg (4 lbs) of concentrate. The cow needs this
minimum quantity to attract her to the robot. A cow that
produces 45 kg (99 lbs) or more is allowed to have 8 kg (17 lbs)
Attraction of cows with concentrates.

concentrate in the robot. Although a quick milking cow
could be finished milking before she finished her amount
of concentrate. The Cosmix concentrate feeder provides the

The storage and handling system for this feed should

animals that need it, some extra concentrate after milking.

be designed to ensure these pellets do not breakdown.
The presence of dusty ‘fines’ in the feed manger of the
robot is a sure sign that the number of visits is about to
decrease, so this situation should be prevented or at least
corrected as soon as it occurs.

Table: example of a feed table. Ration at the feed fence
(PMR) is balanced for 25 kg of milk with a herd average of
32 kg. (1 kg = 2.2 lbs)

Table: example of a feed table on a farm with Cosmix feed
stations. Ration at the feed fence (PMR) is balanced for
25 kg of milk with a herd average of 32 kg (1 kg = 2.2 lbs).

Production (kg) In robot (kg)

In Cosmix (kg)

1

2

0

25

2

0

30

3.5

0

35

5

0

40

5

1.5

45

5

3

Milk production

Concentrates in the robot

1 kg

2 kg

25 kg

2 kg

30 kg

3.5 kg

35 kg

5 kg

the total ration of the cows influence the visiting behaviour

40 kg

6.5 kg

to the robot. Research has shown a distinct positive relation

45 kg

8 kg

ship between high energy-low roughage rations and

High energy, low roughage ration – fewer milkings
Protein and energy levels and the proportion of roughage in

reduced number of milkings. If the amount of concentrates
In a number of countries, loose products such as grains,

increases and does not lead to more milk, the cow flow is

soya and other dry types of concentrates are dosed via

going down and the percentage of lazy cows increases.

the robot. Products stored under damp conditions can
become mouldy. This can have adverse effects on the
overall cow traffic in the barn since the cows no longer

Figure: voluntary milking and ration % concentrates

Source: adapted from Rodenburg and Wheeler, 2002

visit the robot.
18
16

Feeding tables
specifies the amount of concentrates a cow receives at
a certain milk production level or to apply the dynamic
feeding strategy.

14
% lazy

It is recommended to make a schedule for each farm that

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
30

35

40

45

50

55

% concentrates

% lazy cows

% lazy milkings
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Feeding liquids

optimal and to encourage the cows to visit the robot,

High yielding cows have a high demand for energy.

a small amount of roughage or concentrate can be given

Therefore per kg DM they must be able to consume a lot

in the area close to the milking robot(s).

of energy. The usual feedstuffs sometimes cannot provide
enough energy. Cows that maintain high production levels

When combining automated milking with grazing it

also tend to have a long negative energy balance. To feed

is strongly recommended to make use of one or more

fresh cows a high energy product, liquid products like

Grazeway selection boxes. The selection box is placed at

propylene glycol or glycerine, are used. When feeding wet

the exit of the barn and will only allow the animals outside

products in the robot, it is important to check that the bin

if they have recently been milked; the animals that are due

is cleaned several times a day. Propylene glycol is known

to be milked remain inside. This system gives the animals an

for its bitter taste. Some cows have to get used to this.

extra incentive to visit the robot because they quickly learn
that, after a visit to the robot, they are allowed outside.

Feed speed
The feed speed setting depends on the average milk speed

To ensure that the number of milkings does not decline

of the cows, the average visit time of the cows and the

(too much) after grazing, the following factors – with a

amount of concentrates provided in the robot. As a result

view to the layout of the plots and construction of the

of a certain milk speed and a certain yield, every cow has

barn – need to be taken into consideration:

its own specific visit time. To attract cows to the robot
and to allow them to eat the whole time during their visit,

`` A good infrastructure should be provided to and

the feed speed must be set correctly. Depending on the

from the pasture with sufficient broad, flat paths that

mentioned variables the feed speed should be set between

are easily accessible to cows.

300 and 400 grams/minute (12 oz) to give all cows the
opportunity to eat their concentrates.

`` Make sure the pastures are not too far from the
barn. Experience has shown that a distance of 1 km
(0.6 miles) from the barn to the end of the pasture is

Example:
Cow 8 produces 37.2 kg (82 lbs) of milk and visits the

still acceptable.
`` The location of the land also needs to be considered.

robot 2.5 times/day. The average box time per visit is

Using the driest part of the plot as the entrance and

6:07 minutes and she gets 8 kg (17 lbs) of concentrates

exit and situating the wettest part as far back as

per day. That means that this cow has to eat 3.2 kg
(7 lbs) per visit. The max allowed portion is usually set
on 2.5 kg (5.5 lbs), so she needs to visit more often to eat
her concentrates. To consume this portion (3.2 kg/7 lbs)
she needs 8:00 minutes box time by a feed speed of

Concentrates:

400 gram/minute (14 oz). While she had an average
box time of 6:07 minutes per visit, she is not able to

•

consume her total portion. Was the feed speed set on
250 gram/minute (9 oz) than this cow would need even
12:80 minutes of box time.

3.6 Grazing

•

Many dairy farmers see it as an advantage that cows can
graze in the summer. If the climate permits it, the cows can

•

even be kept outside the whole year. Grazing and automatic
milking go well together. The Astronaut milking robot is
equipped with numerous parts to make grazing possible.

•

However, milk production depends greatly on the daily

•

weather conditions and grass quality. Fresh grass has
a different nutritional value every day. On sunny days
there is an increase in the quantities of sugars in the grass.
On rainy days the grass is much less firm, with a negative
effect on digestion. To keep the rumen environment
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•

Concentrates attract cows to the robot;
optimum supply between 2 (4 lbs) and
8 kg (17 lbs)/cow/day, depending on the
milk yield
Concentrate in the robot should be tasty
and at least 10% higher in energy content
as the ration at the feed fence
Specify the amount of concentrates a cow
receives at a certain milk production level
or apply the dynamic feeding strategy
The Cosmix concentrate feeder can provide
extra concentrate to the cow
High energy, low roughage rations lead to
fewer milkings
The feed speed should be set between
300 and 400 gram/minute (12 oz),
depending on milk speed, average visit
time and the amount of concentrates

Robotic farm management

possible, will reduce trampling and increase accessibility

morning and late in the afternoon. It has, however, been

considerably. Bear in mind that cows need to be able to

proven that grazing is most effectively applied when cows

walk back to the barn in a logical way.

have a fresh piece of grass at their disposal each time: the

`` The selection box can be placed either inside or outside.

so-called strip grazing. A negative aspect of strip grazing is

Placing the selection box inside has the advantage that

that it is labour intensive since the (electric) wire fencing has

it will remain cleaner and also that the animals not yet

to be moved constantly. For this purpose, Lely has developed

allowed outside can be more easily sent back into the

the Voyager, which moves the wire at fixed times.

barn. Leaving room for the installation of a grazing
box in a new barn is preferable. Make sure the (mobile)

Whether the farmer builds a completely new barn at the

manure scraper is not hampered by the selection box.

location of his choice, or whether it is a question of an

When choosing to place the grazing box outside, a roof

existing situation with grazing possibilities, in both cases

and a shallow pit for the disposal of manure could be a

the advice of a Lely consultant can provide the solution.

solution in keeping the area clean.
`` With a new construction, the most convenient location

Top view of a Grazeway selection box.

for the barn exit(s) in relation to the location of the
pastures should also be taken into consideration.
`` Try to prevent farm traffic from crossing the
cow‑paths as much as possible. Take this into account

1

2

when building the feed storage. If this is unavoidable,
a barrier, cattle grid or electric wire at a height of 10 cm
(4 in) could be a solution.
Grazing strategies
Grazing can be implemented in a number of ways. It largely
depends on the system opted for and the way the farm is set
up. Lely has developed the AB(C) grazing system to provide
optimum support to dairy farmers in their grazing strategy.
The Grazeway selection box can be used for this system.
With this system, cows must first be milked in the milking

1. Cow has not been milked and is send back to the barn.
2. Cow has been milked and is allowed to go to the meadow.

robot prior to being allowed to go from plot A to plot B.
Plot B – a new plot with fresh grass – forms the motivation
for the cows to visit the robot. When 100% grazing is
applied, a third plot – plot C – can be used during the night.

Grazing system
A1

A2

A3

B1

B2

B3

Example of a time schedule for cows remaining in the barn
at night
06.00 AM	The cows can leave the barn to go to plot A.
When they return from plot A, they are sent
back to this plot after milking.
0.00 PM	The cows from plot A are sent to plot B

A-B grazing: > 6 kg (13 lb) DS grass

after milking.
4.00 PM	The cows from plot A are led to the robot.
(If the grass in plot A does not taste as good
as the grass in plot B, the cows will learn from
experience and will hardly need to be fetched).
9.00 PM

All cows are led to the barn.

Another example of a grazing system is paddock grazing.
This system has the negative aspect that the grass is

Paddock: < 6 kg (13 lb) DS grass

not efficiently used. This system can be applied in three
variations: unlimited, limited or siesta grazing. Siesta grazing

Example of A-B grazing systems.

Source: Lely Industries

means that cows are only allowed outside during the
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Using a Grazeway selection box is advised

in high pressure systems is usually better than that in
communicating water troughs (bacteria growth at dead
corners of liners). In this context, a tilting drinking trough
can be useful. And a raised water temperature encourages
drinking. For instance, the water from the milk pre-cooler
can be used for the cattle. Monitor the quality and flow
rate of water in all water troughs (>20 l/min / 5 gal/min)
and clean them at least twice a week.

The motivation of the cow shifts from concentrates to fresh grass.
Source: Lely Industries

3.7

Water supply

Clean water is one of the most important factors in milk
production. Water is the main component of the cow’s

Water trough opposite to the robot exit.

body and regulates all chemical reactions. Every dairy cow
needs water in order to produce milk, since milk consists of
86-88% water.
The principal functions of water are:
`` Regulation of body temperature.

Grazing and water
supply:

`` Buffering body substances.
`` Assistance in excretion.

•

`` Assistance in substance transport.
Domination conflicts between the cows take place
particularly at the water troughs. A cow spends ten
short periods per day drinking. A cow is especially

•

thirsty after milking and must have the opportunity to
absorb a great deal of water at that time. A cow with
a daily milk production of 50 litres (13 gal) needs more
than 150 litres (40 gal) of water per day. There should be

•

a sufficiently large water trough close to and definitely
just past the robot. Normally speaking, a cow drinks
5-8 litres (2 gal) per minute. A thirsty cow, however,
is capable of drinking 24 litres (6 gal) per minute.
Ensure that there are various water troughs distributed
throughout the barn, with a maximum of 20 cows per
trough and a drinking space 5-8 cm (3 in) wide per cow.
The capacity of the water trough is particularly important:
it should be sufficiently large. The troughs should not
be too deep; otherwise there will be too much leftover
water that easily pollutes. Water intake is encouraged by
keeping the troughs thoroughly clean. The water quality
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•

Walking distances (maximum
1 km/0.6 miles), location of the
fields, positioning of the Grazeway,
infrastructure – all factors
determining the success of grazing
Several grazing strategies can
be applied: most successful are:
A-B(C) grazing, paddock grazing,
siesta grazing
Water is the main component of
the cow’s body and regulates all
chemical reactions, in addition it is
the main component of milk
Guideline: 20 cows per trough and
a drinking space 5-8 cm (3 in) wide
per cow
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4 Cow factors
In principle the cow is the main production factor in the milk process. All other factors and facilities have to
be tuned to the cow so that she can achieve an optimum production and health.

4.1 Lying behaviour

a layer of sawdust/straw/bedding of at least 15 cm (6 in)

Cow comfort in the barn can be assessed by observing the

thick, waterbeds or a sand bed. The surface should not be

number of cows lying down during calm moments: 70% of

rough, otherwise knees and heels are damaged. If damage

them should be doing so. Shortage of space or too much

to the cows is apparent on the neck at shoulder height, the

metalwork on the front of the cubicle makes it difficult

neck rail is set too low or too far backwards. The cows are

for the cow to lie down. Many problems can be avoided by

then regularly seen standing in the cubicle on farms where

constructing the cubicles properly, matching them to the

this occurs. A cow should be able to stand with her four legs

size of the cows present. Cows housed in uncomfortable

in the cubicle without touching any metal.

cubicles remain lying down either too long or, conversely,
too briefly. This results either in extended milking intervals

In a comfortable cubicle the cow takes shorter breaks

or in lower production, because of the reduced blood flow

but spends more time lying down over the entire day.

through the udder. Every dairy farmer should ask himself

This few minutes’ increase in the lying periods is of major

whether the dimensions of the cubicles in his barn are

positive influence on production and health, since there

suitable for the cows in that same barn.

is a greater flow of blood through the udder during a rest
period than when the cow is walking around or eating.

Comfortable floor covering in the cubicle persuades the cow

In addition, there is no pressure on the claws, and the

to really lie down and is therefore important. The farmer

claws are in a dry environment, which reduces the risk on

can choose between a mattress of at least 5 cm (2 in) thick,

lameness.
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± 1.6 kg (3.5 lb)/day more milk for each extra hour
6
50

5
Milk yield (kg/day)

Blood flow through the udder (litres/min)
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32
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Figure: blood flow through the udder. As the cow is lying
down blood flow through the udder increases.

Figure: The effect of resting time on milk yield.

Relation between resting time and milk production

4.2 Claw health

Research shows a clear relationship between the amount

The economic importance of claw disorders is considerable.

of resting time and the milk production of dairy cows.

Claw problems such as Digital Dermatitis have a negative

High yielding cows need to rest – lying down for 12 to

impact on animal welfare, milk production, fertility and

14 hours a day in a free stall barn. A cow produces milk

visiting behaviour to the robot. Important factors for claw

more efficiently when lying down. Thereby resting also

health are: correct claw shape with a firm and elastic hoof

reduces stress on the hoof and increases the effectiveness

horn, clean and dry hooves without infections and injuries,

of rumination. Other than eating or drinking, a cow gives

and minimal standing only on flat, soft floors preventing

primacy to lying down. Cows with restricted access to the

any extreme turns.

Bron: Grant, 2007

lying down area spend more time standing and waiting to
lie down than eating at the feed fence. Reducing the cow/

Locomotion score

cubicle ratio from 145% to 100% increases resting time

The locomotion scoring system can be used for individual

by more than one hour and increases the milk production

cows and to evaluate overall herd status. Appendix 7 lists

by 3.5%. This research shows that cows need free access

the card ‘Locomotion scoring of dairy cattle’. Locomotion

to the cubicle area, since they then lie down the most per

scoring is based on the observation of cows standing and

day (and produce the most milk). Again, this proves the

walking (gait), with special emphasis on their back posture.

importance of free cow traffic with robotic milking.

This system is intuitive and, therefore, easy to learn and
implement.

Lying behaviour:

Use of locomotion scoring is effective for early detection
of claw (hoof) disorders, monitoring prevalence of
lameness, comparing the incidence and severity of

•
•

•

•
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High yielding cows need to lie down
for 12 to 14 hours per day
Lying down is important because the
cow rest, their feet rest and dry off, more
space is available in the passageways and
because blood circulation to the udder
increases with 30%
Cubicles are a compromise between
space and hygiene, but should in all
cases be comfortable for the cow to lie
down and stand up again
In a barn 70% of the cows should lie
down

lameness between herds and identifying individual cows
for functional claw (hoof) trimming.
Claw score
The claw score was developed to make it possible to check
on damage to the hooves and it is based on the position
of the cow’s rear legs/feet (Appendix 8). The score enables
the farmer to prevent foot rot (and/or claw ulcers) in the
group. The score varies between 1 and 3. The interdigital
space needs to be parallel to the spinal column when the
measurements are being taken.

Robotic farm management

Figure: Locomotion Score 1, cow stands and walks normally with a level back, takes long confident strides.

Source: Zinpro

A lame cow – or one that appears to be – automatically
scores 3. All cows scoring 3 must be treated and/or have

Figure: interdigital space with reference to the spine.

their hooves trimmed immediately.
Standard claw score on a healthy farm:
`` 70% score 1
`` 20% score 2
`` 10% score 3
The cows can be judged by walking behind the cows and
scoring the sideways position of the claws with the length
axis of the body. Research shows that a cow that evolves
from score 1 to 2 has on average 0.2 refusals per day less.

Score 1

Score 2

Score 3

When scoring 3 the cow is on average milked 0.15 times
per day less, and will be refused on average 0.3 times less.

Foot baths

If only 60% or less of the herd has score 1, claw trimming

To improve claw health and to minimise claw disorders

is strongly and urgently advised. In fact deterioration of

regular application of foot baths is useful. Depending on

hooves is often accompanied by fewer visits to the robot.

the claw health of the herd, it is advisable to place the
foot bath at least once per one or two weeks. The number
of consecutive days that the foot bath should be used,

Figure: the leg score: the 3 different angles and the related
score of both hind legs, divided by two. Zero degrees reflect
an imaginary line, running cranio-caudally along to the
length of the spinal column. The other lines are parallel to
the interdigital space of the hind claws. If the exorotation is
≤ 17° the score is 1; if the exorotation is >17° and ≤ 24° the
score is 2 and if the exorotation is > 24°: the score is 3.

depends on the product. Important is to refresh the foot
bath every 100 cow visits. Also it should be considered that
on time corrective trimming of the herd is necessary to
prevent serious claw problems and to maintain good cow
flow through the robot!

Source: Van Lenteren and Korsten, 2002

There are various types of foot baths available. The ribbed

0°

17°

24°
2

1

17°
1

foot bath is preferred because of two major advantages.

24°

First of all it reduces the hazard of slipping and secondly

2

the structure causes a flush of treatment wash to get up
between the claws. When the cow enters the foot bath a

3

3

part of the liquid will be lost.
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When setting up the claw bath there are three possibilities:

use in foot baths. Copper sulphate was a commonly used

`` A permanent claw bath,

product to strengthen the claw horn. This is prohibited by

`` A temporary claw bath positioned at the robot exit,

governmental legislation. Formalin was effectively used

`` A temporary claw bath positioned at a logic position in

as prevention and for treatment of Digital Dermatitis

the barn when driving the cows through.

problems, although this product is also prohibited (in most
countries). Also salt baths can be effective in improving

Major advantage of a permanent claw bath is the

general claw health of cows.

quietness of the herd. Unfortunately, a permanent claw
bath is difficult to empty and to clean. A temporary claw
bath behind the robot decreases cow flow through the
robot with 0.5 visits, but is easy to place and to clean.
Temporary claw baths placed in the barn are causing some
stress and are time consuming, due to the need for chasing
the cows through. The choice depends on the set up of the
farm, the behaviour of the herd and the farmer’s demand.

Table: relationship of claw score to fertility, milk production,
animal health and visit behaviour

Cows scoring 2 or 3 usually have sensitive/
Fertility

painful hooves. This has a negative effect

Temporarily claw bath positioned in the barn.


Source: Shearer, University of Florida, 2008

on their in-heat expression.
Cows scoring 2 or 3 have greater difficulty
Milk
production

walking and eat less roughage because
they do very little walking around the
barn. The cows lose weight because of
lower feed intake and production falls.

Animal
health

Lower feed intake means less resistance
on the part of the cow, making her prone
to sickness.
A low claw score affects the pattern of
visits to the milking robot. A cow that

Milking
robot

previously walked well will at first show
less refusals and, later, a reduction in the
number of milkings. This means that the

Example of a ribbed foot bath.

visiting frequencies are a good parameter
when monitoring the cows.
For effective application of claw health products the size
and depth of the foot bath is crucial. The depth should
The best strategy for a temporary claw bath in the barn is

at least be 15 cm (6 in) to get the claws deep enough in

to place the foot bath in the crossover at one end of the

the fluid. A minimum of 3 m (9.8 ft) length is required for

cow group, and fill it first thing in the morning. Close the

complete passage of the cow. The width depends on the

other crossovers with gates, and open the one with the

placement of the bath; important is that cows can not

bath so that cows can only crossover through the bath.

evade the foot bath. If cows enter the foot bath with clean

Then gently chase the cows along the feed alley through

hooves, effectiveness increases tremendously. Therefore

the bath. Put down fresh feed so that most cows come

flooring in the barn should be kept clean, with for example

through the bath in the opposite direction.

a Discovery manure robot. In addition, a foot bath with
just water and soap before the foot bath with product

It is difficult to find an effective treatment product for

helps to clean the claws.
In addition, spraying boxes are available to clean and/
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Table: effective treatment products for use in foot baths

Product

Use

Concentration

1. Copper Sulphate

was a commonly used product to strengthen the claw horn. Because of

Copper Sulphate should be

environmental issues, it is prohibited by governmental legislation in many

concentrated at 5-10% (10-12 kg per

countries.

200 litre bath/22‑26 lbs per 52 gal).

is effectively used as prevention and for treatment of Digital Dermatitis

A solution of 40% Formaldehyde

problems but also this product is banned. Formalin only functions at a

can be used in 3-5% concentration

temperature above 17 degrees Celsius. This means that the Formalin has to

(5-6 liter/200 litre bath/1‑1.5 gal/52 gal).

2. Formalin

warm up at the claw to be effective.
3. Mixture of Copper

is also seen as quite effective.

5% copper sulphate, 2.5% Formalin

is done to clean the claws and because bacteria also do not like salt, people

An 8% solution is advised

see a positive effect of this too. A negative effect of salt is that it softens the

(15 kg in a 200 litre bath/33 lbs/52 gal).

Sulphate and Formalin
4. Just regular salt

claw if it is done too regularly.

or treat the claws of the cow. It is also possible to buy a

4.3 Udder health

spraying installation in the robot to clean the hooves of

Udder health parameters

the cow with water.

Udder health can be assessed in a number of ways.
The Astronaut milking robot provides a variety of

It is very important that after any foot bath cows will walk

parameters at each milking session that can help in

onto a clean surface. The conclusion is that foot bathing

tracking down problems. Contrary to the traditional

is not good for cow flow but needed for good claw

way of milking, the herdsman no longer sees all the

condition. So once in a while sacrifice cow traffic for an

udder quarters. In addition, one robot milks 50 to

overall improvement on the other days.

70 cows approximately 2.7 times per day.
Udder health can be measured with the following
parameters:

Claw health:
•

•

•

•

Most important factors for optimal
hoof health are: excellent hoof quality,
correct hoof shape, clean and dry
hooves, flat floors, soft cubicle surfaces
To determine the status of the herd the
locomotion score and the claw score
can be used – important: take effective
action at the first signals of hoof
problems!
Preventive hoof trimming and claw
bathing are important tools to decrease
the incidence of hoof problems
Claw health is of major importance for
the voluntary visits to the robot, milk
production and fertility of the cow

`` Conductivity values
`` Cell count category
`` Colour of the milk
`` DMT and milking times (time between attachment and
first milk flow)
`` Behaviour between visits
The figures given by the milking robot, per udder
quarter, indicate that something is wrong with a
particular quarter. The milking robot measures the
conductivity (the sodium and chloride levels in the milk)
since mastitis milk has a higher salt content than normal
milk. With the MQCC, cell count can also be measured
during milking since an infection will lead to more cells
per ml of milk. DMT can also be an indication of a problem:
it takes too long after attaching the cups for any milk flow
to be detected. If a cow fails to release her milk from one
day to the next (failed milking), there can be something
wrong with the quarter in question. Some udder health
problems can be read in the cow’s behaviour.
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Table: two types of mastitis carriers

Source: adapted from Vetvice

Characteristics

Approach

The contagious types

This type of bacteria can barely survive outside the cow and

Identify and treat infected cows.

of bacteria

are generally spread during milking.

Monitor milking, teat spraying and cleaning functioning

Examples: S. Agalactiae, S. Dysagalactiae, S. Aureus.

of the robot.*

Environmental types

This type of bacteria lives in the barn. They can enter the

Improve the hygiene and dryness in the barn environment.

of bacteria

teat via the opening and can cause mastitis.

Important influencing factors are ventilation, cleanliness of

Includes organisms like E.Coli, Klebsiella, S. Uberis.

floors and cubicles etc.



* By applying a steam cleaning device on the milking robot, the cross contamination from cow to cow can be prevented.

Whenever a cow appears on the robot attention list for no

Individual quarter milking reduces physical stress on the teat

obvious reason, she could be sick. Check these cows always

and reduces the likelihood of bacterial penetration in the

visually in the barn! The sooner udder health problems are

barn after milking, and milking without a milker claw, which

noticed and treated, the better the chance of recovery. If a

reduces the risk of spreading infections from teat to teat.

cow appears on the attention list, has an empty rumen or
cold ears or if you have concerns for any reason, take her

This division in environmental and non-environmental

temperature. If it is elevated (>39°C / 102°F) or she has fever

mastitis-causing bacteria is rather artificial, since recent

(>39.5°C / 103°F) check her udder, claws, reproductive organs

research clearly shows that many intermediate forms exist.

etc. Ask your veterinarian for a diagnosis and treatment plan.

However, it is still often used to indicate the major risk
factors. More information about mastitis-causing bacteria

Mastitis

can be found in the ‘Milk extraction brochure’.

Mastitis is a frequently occurring disease, which has a
very negative economic impact for dairy farmers. Studies

Teat health

have shown that damage due to mastitis may amount

For the teats milking is an intensive process. A proper

to € 200 to € 300 per case. The damage as a result of

functioning milking robot and healthy teats are a requisite

mastitis consists – amongst others – of a loss of milk

for success, together with the correct teat shape, proper

due to withdrawal times, production loss throughout

teat placement and appropriate milk speed. The teat end

the lactation as well as costs for treatment and culling.

together with the teat canal form an important barrier

In addition – and this may well be the most annoying

against bacteria. Problems can be caused by:

aspect – a dairy farmer has to do a lot of additional

`` Vacuum level (too high or too low)

unplanned work in taking extra actions to get the

`` Improper pulsation settings

situation under control again. Conclusion: it is definitely

`` Incorrect placement of liners etc.

in the best interest of dairy farmers to keep mastitis at

`` Cow factors like genetics

the lowest possible level.
Teat ends can be scored, preferably every month. Take
Between 75 and 90% of cases of clinical and subclinical

action if more than 10% of the teats have abnormal teat

mastitis are caused by bacteria. Micro-organisms and lack

ends (score 3 or more).

of hygiene may cause udder infections, but wounds, stress,
reduced resistance of cows and weather conditions may

Dry off

also increase the risk of mastitis. Certain bacteria can only

With the robot it is possible to automatically feed the

grow on the skin, so a good skin condition and disinfection

cow less concentrate just before dry-off and allow her to

of the udder prevents nasty micro-organisms from settling

the robot less times a day. This helps to slow down milk

or growing. In addition, other mastitis-causing bacteria

production. At dry off, cows should only produce 10 litres

are present in the environment. Therefore besides clean

(23 lbs) per day.

teats and udders, it is important to optimise barn hygiene,
ventilation and – obviously – milking equipment.
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Teat end scores.

Source: ASG, Wageningen University

Score 1

Score 2

Score 3

Score 4

No callus

Smooth, fairly thick

Moderately rough

Very rough callused rings

callused ring.

callused rings, with some

with a lot of cracking

cracking at te edges

Dealing with udder health problems

Udder hygiene

Udder health problems are difficult to track down.

Cubicles should be kept clean and dry, since dirty cows are

First of all it is important to establish whether the

more likely to have Klebsiella on their legs and teats. It has

problem is affecting a small or a larger group of animals.

been scientifically proven that the risk of contamination

The following key figures (from at least the last three

with Klebsiella decreases as the cows’ hygiene score is

months) need to be known if a reliable udder health

improved (please refer to the Figure). In addition, farms

picture needs to be sketched:

with a bad hygiene score also have a higher bulk tank cell
count. Therefore, it is very important to make optimal use

1. Tank cell count.

of the brush and disinfection possibilities of the Astronaut

2. C
 ows with a cell count of >250,000 cells/ml as a

milking robot. Of course, cleanliness of cows is not only

percentage

related to the incidence of Klebsiella but to disease

3. New cows with a cell count of >250,000 as a percentage

pressure in general. The cleaner the cow, the lower the

4. R
 epeat cases of high cell count (>250,000) as a

disease pressure.

percentage
5. Clinical udder infection as a percentage
6. Repeat cases of clinical mastitis as a percentage
7. Results of Bacteriological Culture (BC)

Figure: clean udders are less likely
to have Klebsiella than dirty udders

Source: Zadoks et al., 2008

80%

An infection involves three factors: the cow’s resistance,

70%

bacteria and environment. The risk of mastitis is greater if
are important in improving udder health: a minimum of
new cases and a reduction in old cases. A target value has
to be established in order to solve the problems. At the
same time the approach must be recorded and it must be
possible to evaluate it. Please refer to Appendix 9 for an
approach to udder health.

60%

Klebsiella positive

these factors are out of balance. The following two points

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1

2

3

Udder hygiene score
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Three ways to keep the udder clean:

One way is to take the heifer to the milking robot for

1. D
 ry and clean cubicles; use appropriate bedding material

the first time straight after calving. Everything is still

or sand, cubicles need to have the right size and shape

new, but a short, intensive training period often leads to

for comfortable lying and udders. Cleaning the cubicles

a satisfactory result. The second method is to have the

at least 2 times a day to remove manure/urine/milk/wet

heifer go with the milk cows and get used to the robot a

patches.

few weeks before calving. During this ‘getting to know

2. D
 ry and clean floors; scraping manure frequently
(Discovery) and apply ventilation.
3. P
 revent excessive hair on tail and udder; shave or synch

you’ phase the heifer enters the robot without being
milked and is given feed. Once she has calved, nothing
is unfamiliar to her. A possible disadvantage is that the

the hair on the udder and shave the tail preferably every

first time the heifer enters the robot after calving, the

three months in the summer and every eight weeks in

heifer may take fright because then she is actually milked,

the winter.

meaning that the training period has to be extended.
A heifer regards milking by the robot as a positive

Shaving and synching the hair is also important because

experience: heifers at robots have lower heart rates than

hair and dirt may interfere when the laser is locating

heifers being milked in a milking parlour. The blood

the teats. This leads to an increase in failed milkings and

adrenaline level from animals milked in a milking robot is

will decrease the robot capacity. The goal is to have less

lower as well.

than 10% dirty udders. Appendix 10 lists a score card to
determine the udder hygiene on farms.

4.5 Fertility
The fertility process is controlled by a complex mechanism

4.4 Initial milking of heifers

of hormones, metabolites, substances etc. At the start of

Heifers are a special group because they have to learn

lactation, milk production has priority over fertility and

the entire system. It is important that the heifer can visit

therefore the whole metabolism is set to support this

the robot without experiencing too much hindrance from

production. It is only natural for a cow to experience a

older cows; therefore the passages in the barn must be

period of Negative Energy Balance (NEB) the first weeks

wide enough. It is important that both herdsman and

after calving, since there is a discrepancy between energy

heifer remain calm the first time she is milked. The heifer

intake through feed and energy output through milk.

has to become accustomed to the new environment and

However, when managed well, this NEB is relatively short

the milking process. There are two ways of training a

and should not interfere with fertility.

heifer to visit the milking robot in her daily routine.
In cows that had a successful transition period, first
ovulation occurs around 25 days after calving. So ovarian
cyclicity is quickly re-established. However, any factor

Udder health:
•

•

•
•
•
•
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The ‘Udder health’ report gives information
of attention cows with suspected udder
health problems
This list combines milk sensor information
(milk yield, conductivity, colour and
optional cell count). Also cows whose milk is
separated are listed.
Control cows on the list visually in the barn
(rumen fill, udder, manure)
Treat infected cows with appropriate
medicines in a suitable place
Check daily the performance of the robot
Regularly check the volume of chemicals for
cleaning and disinfection

that reduces DM intake during the transition period, will
indirectly aggravate the NEB and hence fertility.
An accurate record of the in-heat periods in the
management programme is helpful when determining
whether a cow is going to be in-heat. But the best way of
doing this is by using the activity measurement systems
that can be included in the collars of the cow (Qwes-H).
Checking the production and persistence of individual
cows is essential when choosing the best time for
insemination. Cows inseminated too early, have to be dried
off while they are still achieving a high daily production.
This increases the risk of mastitis at drying off.

Robotic farm management

In-heat behaviour
The conditions for cow behaviour must be at their best in

The following is important relative to the BCS:

the barn to observe the cow’s in-heat behaviour. On slippery
floors cows walk very carefully and do not fully express

`` Cows may not lose more than 1 point at the beginning
of lactation.

their in-heat behaviour, such as mounting. Installing rubber

`` The cow must have an optimum BCS (3.25 to 3.5) at

flooring and keeping the floors clean (Discovery) contribute

drying off. In dried-off cows that are too thin the

to a more natural behaviour. Slippery floors or loose slats

increase in BCS should be limited to a half point (e.g.

also decrease the visits to the robot.

a dried-off cow with 2.75 should be pushed to 3.25). A
too high BCS during the dry period reduces the appetite
and DM intake. This results in metabolic and fertility

Figure: changes in weight during the lactation cycle.
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problems after calving.

Body weight 740
kg
in kg
DM intake
per day

Kg/milk per day

25

`` The cow must not lose BCS during the dry period.

740

25

The BCS can be recorded on a scale of 1 to 5 with 0.25

700

17,5

increments. A cow with a BCS score of 1 is ‘thin’ and at

25

700

17,5

5 is ‘fat’. Appendix 11 lists the score card for the Body

15

660

10

15

660

10

35

25

DM intake

Condition Score of cows.

Other important
cow factors:

0

0

0

0Lactation days

90

200

90

305

200

305Cows

365

365

are dried off
Negative balance

Energy balance

Decrease in weight

Positive balance
Increase in weight

4.6 Body Condition Score
The BCS is a method to determine the physical condition

•

•

of a particular cow and of the whole group. Scoring the
cows’ condition is done manually and can subsequently be
registered in the robot software. The system can display
a graph of the entire herd’s BCS. It is known that there

•

is a correlation between the weight of the cow and the
animal’s condition. The weight gives an indication of the
BCS. The information generated by the weighing floor of
the Astronaut milking robot can be used – among other

Initial milking needs attention to get
the heifers used to the robots: stay
always calm when assisting!
Good heat detection is required to get
the best reproductive results - heat
detection tags are a good method to
improve the fertility on the farm
BCS gives an indication of the condition
development of the cow in time.
Together with the actual weight it
shows an accurate view of the health of
the cow.

things – for an indication of the BCS.
Monitoring changes in body weight in a herd provides
valuable information about the cows’ energy status. At the
beginning of the lactation cycle the high producing cows will
lose weight in their efforts to make more energy available.

Table: relationship of BCS to fertility, milk production and animal health.

Fertility

Milk production

Animal health

Cows losing weight (a drop in the score of

Thin cows (score <2) show a limited rise in

Thin cows show less resistance and run a

>1 point) show a delayed first ovulation

production and a lower peak production.

greater risk of falling sick. Overweight cows

after calving and have an increase interval

Fat cows peak quickly and high, but

run a greater risk of fatty liver, metabolic

parturition-conception.

do so by consuming their fat reserves.

diseases and lingering milk fever.

Unsatisfactory persistence.
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5 Environmental factors
The most important aspects of the management of dairy farms with robots have been dealt with in the
preceding chapters. This chapter deals with a number of more minor conditions that additionally affect
overall management. The cows’ environment is one of the factors determining whether the expected
production levels are achieved or not. Here the main emphasis is on the climate in the barn and the cows’
housing.

5.1 Climate
The climate inside the barn, particularly the ventilation,

neutral zone of -5°C to 18°C. If the temperature is higher

is an important condition of the cows’ well-being. Good

or lower than this, a cow has to expend more energy on

ventilation implies a sufficient and constant flow of fresh

regulating body temperature instead of milk production.

air, without any draughts. Draught has to be avoided

Cold or heat stress also leads to less feed intake. In

because it has a negative effect on the cows’ health.

consequence, milk production falls. High producing cows

Usually the animals will avoid the draughty spaces in a

are more able to stand a temperature that is low because

barn. In addition, sufficient ventilation capacity is essential

they produce a great deal of heat. The climate in the barn

to evacuate the animals’ body heat, HN3, methane and

depends on temperature, humidity and air flow. The best

CO2. Insufficient ventilation creates an unpleasant climate

relative humidity for dairy cattle is between 60% and

in which the cows’ production is not optimal.

80%. At lower values the cows’ lungs can be affected, and
higher values combined with high temperature can cause
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In a barn with more than six rows of cubicles natural

the cows to have breathing difficulties because of their

ventilation alone is often insufficient. Cows have a thermo-

limited capacity of perspiring.
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Consequences of a too cold climate

Maintenance requirements increase with heat stress because

In a too cold climate, most of the energy intake from feed

the cow needs energy in order to cool down. The cow’s feed

will be used by the cows to keep there body temperature

intake sometimes drops by 10%, with a consequent drop in

stable. So production will decrease. There is also a risk

production. The cow needs to be given supplementary feeds

of the drinking water freezing in an open barn with

to prevent a shortage in essential vitamins and minerals. It is

unheated water troughs. If the water is too cold this can

possible to keep production loss to a minimum by increasing

result in reduced water intake, which in its turn leads to

the feed concentration. The feed still needs to have enough

reduced intake of DM. It is advisable to use insulated water

structure to prevent rumen problems. Feeding several times

troughs to supply the cows with pre-heated water in order

per day has a positive effect on the cow’s activity and feed

to keep their water intake at normal levels.

intake; fresh feed stimulates DM intake. In addition extra
feed can be given at cooler times during the day. Studies
have shown that this increases production.

Consequences of a too hot climate
A temperature of 20°C may already cause heat stress,
dependant on the relative humidity of the air. Stress

In warm periods it is advisable to monitor the quantities

can be defined as an undesirable effect brought on

of concentrate in the robot. The risk of rumen acidification

by management-related and environmental factors,

increases if more concentrate is eaten than roughage.

producing physiological and behavioural changes designed

During periods of very warm weather it is essential

to prevent mental problems and to permit an animal to

to provide clean drinking water. Cows must drink

adapt to its environment.

continually in hot weather in order to regulate their body
temperature. Drastic changes in the ration should be
avoided in periods of heat stress. The cow is in a stress

Figure: effect of temperature and relative humidity
on stress levels in cows
Source: adapted from Wiersma, 1990

situation and the rumen is already disturbed. The rumen
papillae cannot cope with a major change in the ration,
and this will cause production levels to fall even further.

Temp. (°C)

Lethal

Figure: effects of raised temperature on DM intake and
maintenance requirement

Mild

heat stress

heat stress
Heat stress

DM intake (kg)

Severe

(1 kg = 2.2 lbs)

25
20
15
Total available intake for milk yield
10
5
0
20

25

No stress

30

35

40

Temperature (°C)
DM intake

Maintenance needs

A cow evacuates her body heat mainly through her
respiration. Her capacity to perspire is very limited.
Overall her capacity to evacuate heat is ten times less
than that of a human being.
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5.2 Housing

Dead angle

Designing the barn
The cows dislike intensely any changes in their living
environment. Dairy farmers who continually make changes

Stop

to fences and other elements in an attempt to improve the
cow routing often achieve precisely the opposite. Cows
want a stable environment and perform better in it. The

15º

Guidance
cow

barn design must be well thought out. The use of objects
that can cause wounds should be avoided at any time.

Walk
45º

There should be sufficient room for the cows to walk
around and for free access behind the feed fence, the
cubicles and around the robot. Cows must be able to pass
one another without disturbing cows that are eating or

90º

lying down.

Cow stays
still when
approached

The cow’s field of vision causes the animal to react with
fright to obstacles that she sees in front of her or next
to her from a particular angle. She can also take fright

Cow’s field of vision.

Source: Temple Grandin, Colorado State University, 1999

if a person or another cow approaches from a particular
direction. Cows are related to animals that run away from
perceived danger, a fact that has to be taken into account
in designing the barn. In the nature of things a cow places

that still need to be trained. It is convenient to set up a

her hind feet where her forefeet have been so that she

small holding pen for these animals. Lely recommends a

only has to focus on what is in front of her. It is best to

temporary holding pen or a so-called split-entry access

approach a cow from the side so that she is able to see

from a permanent holding pen. Advantage of a temporary

who is approaching.

holding pen is that the gates are removed again after
milking (or automatic removable gates). Permanent

A cow brush makes a positive contribution to animal

holding pens have been found to be an obstacle for low

welfare. It keeps the hide clean and removes any loose

ranking animals, causing them to visit the robot less

hairs. Cows show visible pleasure when they are being

frequently. A holding pen should have space for maximum

brushed.

10% of the cows. It is important that the farmer checks
that the cows are not kept in the holding pen for too long.

Holding pen
In a free cow traffic system, the cows can find their own
milking rhythms. Nevertheless, there will always be a
small number of cows that need to be fetched: cows that
do not come voluntarily (lame or sick animals) and heifers

Table: results for fresh cows (0-100 days lactation) at the Waiboerhoeve farm (5 robots in operation).

Fresh cows

Permanent holding pen

Temporary holding pen

Milk production per cow

36

43

Milkings

2.6

3.0

Refusals

1.2

1.9

Max. milking frequency setting

3.6

4.0

Visit efficiency* (%)

72

75
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Source: ASG, Wageningen University

* Visit efficiency is the number of milkings divided by the milking frequency setting multiplied by 100%.
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Cow satisfaction:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Constant high-quality feed at the feed
fence; cows can always obtain feed
after a visit to the robot
Sufficient locations throughout the
barn where the cows can obtain
drinking water
A comfortable place to lie down –
where the cows can ruminate without
disturbance
Sufficient wide cubicles, designed in
such a way that the cow can lie down
and stand up easily
Good ventilation in the barn, to prevent
heat stress, health problems etc.
Calm and appropriate approach by the
herdsman when guiding or collecting
the cows

Machine room Tank room

Treatment box
Holding area with split-entry

Calving
pen
3m

Straw pen
Close-up dry
cows

Straw pen
Separation
area and
attention
cows

4m

5m

4m

Drawbridge
for a clean
route to the
robot area

Example of a barn drawing with one milking robot with a split entry.

Far-off
dry cows

Feeding alley

Source: Lely Industries
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6 Evaluation management
Effective management is an ongoing process where each action is evaluated and re-evaluated. A check list
is a help so no aspect of the farm is neglected. The points listed below offer assistance when inspecting
the farm. Objective assessment of the farm can be obtained by having the Lely advisor, feed supplier or
veterinarian joining during certain types of evaluation, feed management and cow control. Farm inspection
can also be carried out in the context of a study group with various other cattle farmers or other experts.

Feed management
`` How much feed at the feed fence?
Not too much feed should be placed at the feed fence

`` A balanced ration is, as discussed before, very important.
Check this with the product information and by the
amount the cows eat.

in order to avoid heating. This can be checked by
feeling the bottom layer of feed with the hand to sense

`` Tastiness of the feed: do the cows sort out the ration or

if it is too warm. Ensure that there is enough feed for

do they eat equally?

all the cows. The feed must also be tasty: this can be

It is important to limit to a minimum the cows’ capacity

checked by seeing how much feed the cows take in at

to select their feed.

the feed fence.
Water hygiene
`` The leftovers at the feed fence should be cleaned

`` The water troughs should be clean at all times:

before new roughage will be fed.

clean at least twice a week.

The path to the feed should be clean after all the

The water troughs should not contain any manure or

leftovers have been removed.

remains of feed. This has a negative effect on the cows’
eating patterns.
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Checks on cows
`` Feet and claws

`` Milk production

Do the cows stand up straight on their legs or do the

Milk production can be checked using the production

heels point towards one another? The locomotion score

list in the T4C software. For more detailed information

and claw score (Appendix 7 and Appendix 8) gives an

supplement the list with data on feed intake and

indication of the number of cows with foot rot on the

visiting behaviour.

farm. If the cows have claw problems, a bath should
be placed in the barn and attempts should be made to

`` Cow comfort

find the cause of the problems. The cows need healthy

In an ideal situation in the barn, 70% of the cows

legs to walk to the Astronaut milking robot! Cows with

will be in the cubicles lying down. A cubicle has to

bad legs visit the robot less frequently. It is possible

be designed in such a way that a cow fits into it with

that the cows’ legs are the cause of a structural decline

her whole body. Meanwhile 20% of the cows will

in the number of refusals and, at a later stage, in the

be at the feed fence, 5% in the vicinity of the robot

number of milking sessions.

and 5% on their way to the feed fence, the robot or
the feed stations. Of the cows lying down, >60% will

`` Ruminating

be ruminating. The animals at the robot are eating

A cow must ruminate in order to digest the feed

actively and those at the feed fence aggressively. They

properly. When cows are lying down, 60% of them

are looking after themselves just as in a natural setting.

should be chewing the cud; in total 70% of the cows

Too little rumination activity results in more lazy cows

should be eating or ruminating. Insufficient ruminating

and, in the worst case, fewer visits to the robot.

activity could indicate a problem with the structure
of the ration. The cows are less active when the feed

`` Udder health

has too little structure. They become lazy and are

Udder health can be checked using the data obtained

less keen to visit the robot. The structure of the feed

via the colour measurements in combination with

is determined by the effective structure particles,

the measurements of conductivity and the milking

measuring 3-4 cm, that form a buffer in the rumen.

times. Extra support can be obtained collecting data

When using a mixer wagon it is advisable to add the

concerning the somatic cell count. Use a list with

products with less structure first and the feed with

multiple cell count data to examine the udder health

more structure last. After a short mix, the feed is ready

trends. This enables to examine the individual cow in a

for dosing and structure is maintained in the ration.

more targeted way.

`` Rumen fill
Rumen fill is an indication of the feed intake and the

Checking the Astronaut milking robot
`` Daily check

rate of passage through the rumen over the last few

The Astronaut milking robot should be checked daily

hours. The well-filled rumen of a ruminating cow

for such things as the laser and the cords. A check

contracts 10-12 times every 5 minutes. A good balance

only a few times per week is sufficient for the other

between energy and protein in the ration, combined

components. Consult the user manual for the correct

with materials having good structure, leads to healthy

instructions and intervals.

functioning of the rumen. The score card for Rumen fill
can be found in Appendix 12.

`` General functioning of the milking robot.
Check the number of milking sessions, refusals and

`` Composition of manure

failures. This information gives a reliable picture of

The composition of the manure helps to check the

the functioning of the Astronaut milking robot. For

digestion. The manure should be homogenous and not

example, it can be seen which cows are causing the

contain any undigested remains of feed. One way of

failures.

checking this is to mix the dung with water and sieve it
(Appendix 5 and Appendix 6).

`` Technical functioning of the milking robot
Check the average conductivity values, milking

`` BCS

times, milking rates and DMT. These figures provide

A cow’s physical condition should be as consistent as

information on the technical functioning of the robot.

possible. This can be checked by taking the BCS on a

Please be advised that all regular checks of the robot

regular basis (Appendix 10).

are listed in the Operators Manual.
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List of abbreviations
ASG

Animal Science Group

BC

Bacteriological Culture

BCS

Body Condition Score

cm

centimetre

DLM

Dynamic Linear Modelling

DM

Dry Matter

DMT	Dead Milking Time (time between connection and first milk flow)
FFAs

Free Fatty Acids

ft

foot

FW

Farm worker

gal

gallon

HM

Herdsman

hrs

hours

in

inch

KPIs

Key Performance Indicators

lbs

pounds

m

metre

NEB

Negative Energy Balance

OAD

Once a day milking

oz

ounce

PC

Personal Computer

PDA

Personal Digital Assistant (handheld)

PMR

Partial Mixed Ration

SCC

Somatic Cell Count

SOPs

Standard Operating Procedures

T4C	Time for Cows (Astronaut milking robot management programme)
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TAD

Twice a day milking

TMR

Total Mixed Ration

VFAs

Volatile Fatty Acids (energy source for the cow)

X-link

Touch screen on the robot
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Start up instruction card
START UP INSTRUCTION CARD
innovators in agriculture

START UP PROCEDURE
innovators in agriculture

Labor requirements per robot:
• 24 hours/day for the first day(s)
• 1 person to help push cows
• 1 person at the X-link.

1. Divide the herd in two groups: areas A and B.
2. Start milking the cows from area B1 to B2.
Phase 1:
Start up
Day 0

3. Let the cows in area A rest. Make sure this group has access to the cubicles, feed fence and
drinking water.
4. After all cows from area B1 have been milked, they are in B2.
5. Bring the cows from area A to B1.
6. The cows from area B2 can rest in A.
7. Repeat this so the cows are milked three times a day.
When 75% of the cows is coming to the robot without help

Phase 2:
Day 3

1. Remove all gates and make it one herd again.
2. Examine the report: 'Milking - Cows Too Late' four times per day.
3. Bring the cows with more than 10 hours since their last milking to the robot.
When the herd has 2.5 milkings per cow per day

Phase 3:
± Day 14

1. Examine the report: 'Milking - Cows Too Late' three times per day.
2. Bring the cows with more than 12 hours since their last milking to the robot.
When no more than 5% of the cows per robot have to be collected

Phase 4:
Final
± Day 60

1. Examine the report: 'Milking - Cows Too Late' two times per day.
2. Bring the cows with more than 12 hours since their last milking to the robot.

Examine important issues for good cow flow
such as:
• Claw health
• Feeding set up
• Robot capacity

- or -

Call the Lely Service Provider
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Appendix 2: Daily routine instruction card

DAILY ROUTINE INSTRUCTION CARD
innovators in agriculture

DAILY ROUTINE
innovators in agriculture

Daily Milk Production
(T4C: Analysis/Reports >
Dashboard > KPI Reports)
Examine the indicators
for good milking robot
visits (per cow per day):
• Milkings: > 2.5
• Refusals: > 1
• Failed milkings: < 0.1

View the KPIs for the herd performance
from day to day. The 7-day average is
shown between parenthesis.

Graph shows view of the total herd
during the lactation.

Examine Twice a Day
1. Cows too late for
milking

2. Failed mikings

(T4C: Analysis/Reports > Reports >
Milking - Cows Too Late)

Examine every cow to establish why the milking failed and prevent her from
failing again.

(T4C: Analysis/Reports > Reports > Milking - Failed Milkings)

• Examine all cows not milked in the
last 12 hours
• Examine cows with unexpected milk
yield of more than 15 kg (33 lb).
Guide these cows to the robot.
If you must collect more than
5% of the cows each round,
examine feeding settings and
cow traffic.

Prevention of failed milkings:
• Higher robot output
• Decrease of cell count and reduction of mastitis risk.

4. Robot performance

3. Udder health

(T4C: Analysis/Reports > Reports >
Robot - Robot Performance)

(T4C: Analysis/Reports > Reports > Milking - Udder Health)

Combined attention per quarter on conductivity and milk color (SCC
Examine dead milking times every day optional)
and change liners on time.
• Purple: Cow's last milking failed, and attention on previous milking.
• Red: First time attention
• White: Repeated attention
• Green: Recovered from attention shown on previous milking.
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Appendix 3: Stretch and scratch score card

STRETCH AND SCRATCH SCORE CARD
innovators in agriculture

SCORE 1 - NO SCRATCH; EXTREMELY LOW IN
STRUCTURE
The feed feels like a sponge, it does not scratch. The PMR has a low fibre content.
After having been squeezed together, the mix does not disintegrate at all and
retains a ball shape.

SCORE 2 - LIGHT TICKLING SENSATION
The PMR mix gives a light scratch or tickling sensation. The mix has a reasonable fibre
content. After having been squeezed together, the mix stays in a ball shape.

SCORE 3 - SCRATCHING TO THE TOUCH
The PMR scratches to the touch. Stretch and scratch are far more obvious. After
having been squeezed together, the mix falls apart upon release.

SCORE 4 - RIGHT SCRATCH; FIBROUS RATION
There is definitively a scratch sensation in the hand. The mix is rich in fibre. After
having been squeezed together, it falls apart very easily.

SCORE 5 - NEEDLE LIKE SENSATION; EXTREMELY
HIGH IN STRUCTURE
There is a strong prickling (needle‑like) sensation in the hand. The PMR is extremely
high in fibre content. The mix hardly allows squeezing together and upon release it
disintegrates into longer parts.
Source: Lely Industries N.V.
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Appendix 4: Acidification of the rumen

ACIDIFICATION OF THE RUMEN
innovators in agriculture

Acidification of the rumen is a consequence of over-production of lactic acid, which causes a drop in the rumen pH.

INDICATIONS OF RUMEN ACIDOSIS:


Decreased visit behaviour to the robots



Soft rumen contents



Reduced, variable feed intake



Different cows with diarrhoea

and milk production



Fat depression (fat/protein ration falls to <1.0)



Less rumination (<400 minutes)



Claw problems (haemorrhages in the sole)



Weak rumen contractions



Decrease in BCS

POSSIBLE CAUSES OF ACIDIFICATION OF THE RUMEN:
Feed management
 Inadequate calculation of the ration
The roughage/concentrate ratio in the ration is
wrong. There is too little roughage compared to the
amount of concentrate. If an additional portion of
concentrate is given, the rumen malfunctions.
 Inadequate effective fibre
There is sufficient roughage in the ration
but it has too little effective structure (particles measuring 3-4 cm/1.2-1.6 in).
 Sudden changes in feed ingredients
The rumen is insufficiently developed for sudden
change in the ration before and during lactation. The
papillae need time to adapt to the new ration. Chang‑
es should always be introduced gradually.

 Selection
It is important to limit the capacity for the cows’ to
select their feed to a minimum. This should be kept in
mind when distributing the ration.
 Long period of mixing in the mixer wagon
This grinds up the roughage thereby destroying the
structure.
 Irregular feeding
There should always be feed available at the feed
fence. You should make a routine of distributing the
feed.
 Housing
Insufficient (amount and/or large) feed fence sites.
This leads to excessive competition at the feed fence
and to ‘slug feeding’ (the cow takes in a great deal of
feed at one time and has to recover in the cubicle first
before starting to ruminate).

PREVENTION OF RUMEN ACIDOSIS:
Provide cows a well-balanced ration with an adequate amount of effective fibre. A cow with a healthy rumen will
be healthy, produces more milk and will visit the robot voluntarily.
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Appendix 5: Manure digestion score card

MANURE DIGESTION SCORE CARD
innovators in agriculture

SCORE 1: IDEAL FOR MILKING AND DRY COWS
The manure feels like a creamy substance and is homogeneous and very weak.
The manure contains no undigested feed particles.

SCORE 2 - ACCEPTABLE FOR MILKING AND DRY COWS
The manure feels like a creamy emulsion and is homogeneous. The manure contains
some undigested feed particles.

SCORE 3 - ACCEPTABLE FOR IN-CALF HEIFERS AND
DRY COWS
The manure does not feel homogeneous. Undigested parts can be detected.
After squeezing and opening the hand, undigested fibre parts stick to the fingers.

SCORE 4 - UNACCEPTABLE; ADJUST RATION
Large feed particles can be felt in the manure. Undigested parts are clearly visible.
After squeezing and reopening the hand, a ball of undigested fibre remains in the
hand.

SCORE 5 - UNACCEPTABLE; ADJUST RATION
Large feed particles can be felt in the manure. Undigested parts from the ration are
clearly recognisable.

Source: Zaaijer, D., Kremer, W.D.J., Noordhuizen, J.P.T.M.
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Appendix 6: Manure consistency score card

MANURE CONSISTENCY SCORE CARD
innovators in agriculture

SCORE 1 - UNACCEPTABLE; MANURE FROM ILL COWS
The manure is water thin and is not recognisable as manure.

Indication: Pea soup

SCORE 2 - ACCEPTABLE FOR GRAZING COWS
The manure looks like thin yoghurt and is recognisable as manure. The manure
spatters widely around, when it falls on a hard surface.

Indication: Very flat

SCORE 3 - IDEAL CONSISTENCY
The manure looks like thick, more or less solid yoghurt. When it falls, a soft sound can
be heard. Boot test: the boot profile does not leave an imprint in the manure. The
manure does not stick to the boot when the boot is lifted.

Indication: Forming rings

SCORE 4 - ACCEPTABLE FOR DRY COWS AND IN-CALF HEIFERS
The manure is thick; a hard sound can be heard when it falls. The manure is clearly a
round and piles when a new drop falls. Boot test: the boot profile leaves an imprint in
the manure and the manure sticks to the boot when the boot is lifted.

Indication: Thick substance

SCORE 5 UNACCEPTABLE; ADJUST RATION
The manure is deposited in stiff manure balls (looks like horse manure). The manure
exists of big dry piles. Boot test: The boot profile remains in the manure.

Indication: Tears in the eyes
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Source: Zaaijer, D., Kremer, W.D.J., Noordhuizen, J.P.T.M.

Appendix 7: Locomotion score card

LOCOMOTION SCORE CARD
innovators in agriculture

LOCOMOTION SCORE 1
Clinical Description: Normal
Description: Stands and walks normally. All feet placed with
purpose.

Back posture standing: Flat
Back posture walking: Flat

LOCOMOTION SCORE 2
Clinical Description: Mildly lame
Description: Stands with flat back, but arches when walks. Gait is
slightly abnormal.

Back posture standing: Flat
Back posture walking: Arched

LOCOMOTION SCORE 3
Clinical Description: Moderately lame
Description: Stands and walks with an arched back. Short strides
with one or more legs.

Back posture standing: Arched
Back posture walking: Arched

LOCOMOTION SCORE 4
Clinical Description: Lame
Description: Arched back standing and walking. One or more limbs
favoured but at least partially weight bearing.
Back posture standing: Arched
Back posture walking: Arched

LOCOMOTION SCORE 5
Clinical Description: Severely lame
Description: Arched back, refuses to bear weight on one limb.
May refuse or have great difficulty moving from lying position.

Back posture standing: Arched
Back posture walking: Arched

Source: Zinpro / Sprecher, D.J., Hostetler, D.E., Kaneene, J.B.
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Appendix 8: Claw score card

CLAW SCORE CARD
innovators in agriculture

GROUP 1
(within a healthy herd more than 70% of the cows are in this
group)
Contains the cows which have the claws parallel to the length axe of the body
and make a turn of a maximum of 17 degrees with the body. These animals are
not or slightly affected.

GROUP 2
(within a healthy herd, less than 30% of the animals are in this
group)
Contains the animals with a turn to the length axe of the body with less than
24 degrees, but more than 17 degrees. These animals are clearly affected.

GROUP 3
(within a healthy herd no or almost no animals are in this group)
Contains animals where the turn of the rear claws with the body length axe
is more than 24 degrees. These animals are severely affected and are limping.
These animals should have been treated already.

0°

17°

24°
2

1

3

17°
1

24°
2

3

FACTORS AFFECTING CLAW HEALTH:
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•

Correct on time hoof trimming

•

Cleanliness alleys

•

Comfort in the cubicles (sufficient lying time)
Source: Vetvice / ASG-WUR / Amerongen, van, J.

Appendix 9: Approach to udder health

APPROACH TO UDDER HEALTH
innovators in agriculture

TANK CELL COUNT
A sample from the tank is used to determine the
tank cell count. This should be lower than 150,000.
A healthy cow has a cell count less than 100,000.
This should also be the figure for the tank cell
count.
As can be seen in the graph, the number of
infected quarters increases proportionally with
a higher cell count. In economic terms, a low cell
count is better for the farm since fewer udder
health problems can be expected. A high cell
count costs money (costs of treatment and lower
production).

Too high a tank cell count means that:
 The quality of the milk is considered of being
of less quality.
 Milk production is falling because of infected
quarters (clinical and subclinical).
 The cows’ fat percentage is falling.

1. COWS WITH A
CELL COUNT OF >250,000
AS A PERCENTAGE
A cell count above 250,000 indicates something
is wrong with the udder health of the cow in
question.
The aim is to discover whether it is a cow‑related or
a farm‑related cell count problem.

2. CELL COUNT ABOVE
250,000 OF NEW COWS
IN PERCENTAGES
In order to be able to analyze the cows with a high
cell count it is important to know which cows on
the list are new. New cows are those that normally
had a cell count below 250,000. The percentage of
new cows must be below 10%.
Place in a sequence the cell counts of the cows
with a cell count above 250,000 over a period of
a minimum of 5 milk controls in order to detect a
pattern. Perhaps these are animals that were all
dried off simultaneously.

Figure: relationship between tank cell count and infected
quarters.
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APPROACH TO UDDER HEALTH
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3. REPEATED CASES OF
CELL COUNTS ABOVE 250,000
IN PERCENTAGES

5. REPEATED CASES OF
CLINICAL MASTITIS
EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGES

Repeated cases are cows that had already reached
a figure above 250,000 cells, then showed a
low value and are now once again above the
target value. Repeated cases can be caused by
chronic infections, either properly treated but
not completely cured or possibly inappropriately
treated or ignored.

Repeated cases of clinical mastitis can indicate
chronic conditions in the cow. The type of infection
determines the monitoring and treatment of
the mastitis. The treatment applied often plays
a major role in repeated cases. It is therefore
important to adhere to the farm treatment plan
as drawn up. The farm treatment plan should
mention the forms of treatment that can best be
used first on the basis of the observed patterns of
mastitis, cell count and bacteriological tests.

Take samples from the quarters of cows with
repeated high cell counts and send them for
bacteriological analysis. In conjunction with
your veterinarian, draw up a treatment plan
based on the test results. Lay particular emphasis
on preventive measures (a clean, dry, fresh
environment and robots). Chronically infected cows
can cause infections in the group.

4. CLINICAL UDDER
INFECTIONS EXPRESSED
AS PERCENTAGES
A clinical udder infection can be observed visibly in
a deviant udder or milk. Clinical udder infection is
diagnosed in cows with visibly deviant milk. In a single
lactation a cow can show clinical mastitis on several
occasions. Such cases are repeats of clinical mastitis.

Deﬁnitions:
 A repeated case is a repeated case of mastitis
in the same quarter within 14 days.
 A new case is a repeated case of mastitis in
the same quarter at an interval longer than
14 days.
 A new case is also a case of mastitis in a
different quarter than the previous case, even

Inappropriate treatment can be caused by:
 Use of the wrong antibiotics.
 Inappropriate use of antibiotics.

‘UDDER HEALTH’ REPORT
In the report ‘Milking – Udder health’ an overview
of all cows with attention to udder health is shown.
This list combines milk sensor information (yield,
conductivity, colour and optional SCC) of cows
which may have udder health problems. Also
cows whose milk is separated are listed. The list
is default sorted on the deviation in milk yield.

Colours used in the list to indicate alert
levels:
 Red: new attention (previous 5 milkings
had no attention).
 Purple: last milking failed and the previous
milking had attention.
 Green: the milking on the list had attention
but the following milking had no attention.
 White/grey: several attentions in the last
couple of milkings.

if it occurs within 14 days.
The percentage of clinical mastitis must be lower
than 15%.
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Attentions are shown per quarter using the
following criteria and indicators:

APPROACH TO UDDER HEALTH
innovators in agriculture
cDt = Conductivity attention appears if the absolute
and average conductivity of the quarter is higher than
the quarter with the lowest conductivity (default 20%).
Scc = Somatic Cell Count shows the cell count in 5
different categories:
I:
II:
III:
IV:
V:

0 – 200
200 – 400
400 – 800
800 – 2000
> 2000

Colour attentions:

Tips: the following rules
of thumb can be used to
read the list:
•

Conductivity higher than 100 (70 = normal) and
colour attention [S]: probably clinical mastitis,

•

Conductivity between 90 ‑ 100 and high cell
count: probably subclinical mastitis,

•

E. coli is usually detected in the abnormal
colour area and conductivity at a normal level.

Attentions measured by the colour sensor indicate two
different levels:
 Importance / milk separation status (shown as [X]
character between the brackets):
[]
[S]

[A]

No letter between brackets: suspected milk,

[M] Manual Separation: milk separation is in
progress and set manually in T4C.
 Measured colour by the sensor (shown as text

but milk separation might not be necessary,

behind the brackets):

Separation Advice: serious attention

Blood

red milk indicating blood in milk,

indicating a recommendation for milk

Mastitis

blue milk indicating mastitis,

separation,

Colostrum

yellow/blue milk indicating colostrum,

Automatic Separation: serious attention: the

Abnormal

waterlike milk: not white milk and

robot is set to separate the milk automatically,

not one of the above categories.
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% cows cell count >250,000

less than 15%

more than 15%

cow problem

farm problem

Bacteriological
Culture (BC)

% of new cows
with cell count
>250,000

• which bacteria?
• sensitivity for antibiotics
• cell count per quarter

conductivity

less than 10%

(repeatedly high?)

treatment

chronic infections

many new infections

cull

BC

BC

treatment

treatment

cull

cull

• treatment during lactation
• treatment in dry period

if cow not cured (cell count and/
or conductivity still high)

• treatment plan for chronic
animals

• which bacteria?
• sensitivity for antibiotics
• problem group

• treatment during lactation
• treatment in dry period

if cow not cured (cell count and/
or conductivity still high)
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more than 10%

• take preventive measures immediately

• which bacteria and pattern?
• cell count per quarter
• sensitivity for antibiotics

• treatment during lactation
• treatment in dry period

if cow not cured (cell count and/
or conductivity still high)

Appendix 10: Udder hygiene score card

UDDER HYGIENE SCORE CARD
innovators in agriculture

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

HYGIENE UDDER

HYGIENE THIGHS

How clean are the udders and

How clean are the cubicles?

HYGIENE LOWER
LEGS/HOOVES

teats when the cow enters the

How clean are the alleys and

robot?

passages?

Factors affecting udder
hygiene:

Factors affecting thigh
hygiene:

Factors affecting hoof
hygiene:

• Cleanliness cubicles (thigh

• Care taking of cubicles and

• Cleaning with alley scrapers

hygiene)

bedding

• Amount/type of bedding

• Comfort in the cubicles

• Cleanliness alleys (hygiene

• Manure consistency

hooves)

• Cleaning the crossovers
• Cleaning holding areas etc.

• Health of the herd

• Shaving/synching udders
• Comfort in the cubicles
• Manure consistency

Norm: <15% score 3 and 4

Norm: <20% score 3 and 4

Norm: <10% score 3 and 4
Source: Vetvice
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Appendix 11: Body condition score card

BODY CONDITION SCORE CARD
innovators in agriculture

SCORE 1 - POOR

SCORE 2 - MODERATE

Tail head – deep cavity with no fatty tissue under

Tail head – shallow cavity but pin bones

skin. Skin fairly supple but coat condition often
rough.

prominent; some fat under skin. Skin supple.

Loin – horizontal processes can be identified
Loin – spine prominent and horizontal processes
sharp.

individually with ends rounded.

SCORE 3 - GOOD

SCORE 4 - FAT

Tail head – fat cover over whole area and skin

Tail head – completely filled and folds and

smooth but pelvis can be felt.

patches of fat evident.

Loin – end of horizontal process can only be felt

Loin – cannot feel processes and will have

with pressure; only slight depression in loin.

completely rounded appearance.

TARGET SCORES
SCORE 5 - GROSSLY FAT
Tail head – buried in fatty tissue, pelvis

Dairy Cows

Cows

Heifers

Pre‑calving

2.5 – 3

2.5 – 3

Pre‑service

2–3

2 – 2.5

Drying off

2 .5 – 3

impalpable even with firm pressure.

Loin – cannot feel processes and will have
completely rounded appearance.
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Source: DEFRA

Appendix 12: Rumen fill score card

RUMEN FILL SCORE CARD
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SCORE 1 - UNACCEPTABLE; COW HAS EATEN LITTLE
OR NOTHING
Deep shrunken left side; the skin on top of the diagonal protuberance of the lumbar
vertebra is caved‑in. The fold of skin goes clearly vertically down from the hip bone.
The rumen pit behind the rib bow is more than a hand’s width. Seen from the side,
you have a rectangular flank view.

SCORE 2 - ACCEPTABLE FOR COWS SHORT AFTER
CALVING
The skin over the diagonal protuberance of the lumbar vertebra is caved‑in. The
fold of skin from the hip bone bump folds slopes to the front, to the rib bow. The
rumen pit behind the rib bow equals a hand’s width. Seen from the side, you have a
triangular view.

SCORE 3 - IDEAL SCORE FOR MILKING COWS
The skin over the diagonal protuberance of the lumbar vertebra goes vertically down
first and then curves to the outside. The fold of skin from the hip bone is not visible,
but the rumen pit behind the rib bow can be seen.

SCORE 4 - CORRECT SCORE FOR LATE-LACTATING
AND DRY COWS
The skin across the diagonal protuberance of the lumbar vertebra is curved directly to
the outside. Behind the rib bow, no rumen pit can be seen.

SCORE 5 - CORRECT SCORE FOR DRY COWS
The diagonal protuberance of the lumbar vertebra is not visible because of a well‑
filled rumen. The belly skin is strongly stretched. No transition from the side to the
ribs can be seen.

Source: Zaaijer, D., Kremer, W.D.J., Noordhuizen, J.P.T.M.
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